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Dedication

This book is dedicated to our consciousness. My many thanks to all

of you as teachers and to the Source we are extensions of, in part

and in whole. May these words remind us all of our perfection, our

oneness, and our opportunity to live our birthright of abundance

and bliss.

Thanks also to those who have been a part of this journey, including

my wife, children, family and friends, who have each helped me

remember. Here’s to our many blessings!

Limitless Love & Light,

John Stringer
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Preface

This bookwaswritten through aligning, asking forwhat the text

should be, listening, and writing what I received. Some call this

process channeling, some downloading, or other names. What

is important is to know that the information comes from the

same Source all inspired thought and action comes fromwhich

tells us “All is Well.”

The alignment process I use to access higher consciousness

is covered in this book. As the dedication mentions, my hope

is that this will benefit anyone who is ready to remember their

power, perfection, and oneness. It is my hope that you will

enjoy it for some time. Read it at your own pace and share it

with anyone you feel will benefit.

Thank you!

John Stringer
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Day One

Intro: Understanding the Nuances of Abundance

T
oday is the first day of a new chapter of writing. This

chapter will be entitled understanding the nuances of

abundance.

The focus on abundance is usually pointed toward material

things and financial concerns. However, the way we will use it

here is in terms of quality of life. Abundance, for this purpose,

means enjoying life without limitations. Thus, we’re speaking

of abundance of love, abundance of time (eternity), abundance

of energy, resources and creativity. Abundance of passion,

abundance of fulfillment and abundance of all the things that

move your soul. This is the life we speak of.

It may help to think in terms of human needs, or at least

perceived needs, as some have expressed them before. Food,

safety, love, esteem, self-actualization, such as are revealed in

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, are a good starting point. Here,

once basic needs are met you can go up the scale/pyramid:
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THE ABUNDANCE VIBRATION

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs

If a lower need on the pyramid is not met, it becomes the most

prominent for your focus. However, this does not mean the

others cannot be simultaneously focused on.

I am here to offer that by focusing on the top - self-

actualization - all other needs are met. This is what the teacher,

Yeshua (aka Jesus the Christ), meant by saying “seek ye first the

kingdom of God and his righteousness and all these things will

be added unto you.”

Instead of self-actualization, I will use the term alignment

to mean a similar thing. Alignment is aligning with the natural

vibration of who you are. It involves raising your frequency to

the internal state that is best in a given moment. Some call it

centering or being present. We will call this state “alignment”

2



DAY ONE

to ensure a new definition of what we mean is clearly stated

here.

Alignment is allowing your inner being to take the lead and

bypassing your conditioned thinking, skewed perspectives and

limited ways of viewing the world. It is allowing your higher

consciousness, that which is receptive to divine mind, to lead.

A simple way to align is by mentally or verbally repeating

“align, allow, let go” andmeditating, breathing and relaxing to

allow your bodies to dowhat they knowhow to do. At a soul level,

these words engage all of you to align with Source, otherwise

referred to as God, Spirit, etc.

I will use the term Source through these writings to bypass

the conditioned idea of God because it will help you let go of

your limited ways of viewing God and allow you to expand into a

greater awareness of what God/Source truly is. For it is that part

of youwhich ismostnatural,mostpowerful andmost expanding

when it comes to your awareness. It is the healing part of you

— and the energy from Source is what removes the limitations

that keep you stuck in unfulfilling patterns.

With that, I suggest spending time practicing the alignment

meditation— perhaps two to five minutes a day if you are new

to this type of meditation; more if you are a seasonedmeditator.

Also, I will be using the term “we” throughout these writings

because it represents collective consciousness, as thesewritings

are coming from alignment with Source and the writer is not

just John as you would identify him, but his inner being that is

3



THE ABUNDANCE VIBRATION

aligned with Source. Thus, “we” is an appropriate term.

Finally, the goal of this book is to assist you in experiencing,

unfolding and realizing an abundant life: going beyond under-

standing and recognition to realization in practice.

4



Day Two

T
he time for focusing on your vibration is any time it

is in your awareness. It takes practice to be aware

of your vibration and to consciously choose what you

are vibrating, but it is doable with practice from moment to

moment. Know that your vibration is always intelligently raised

to the appropriate level through alignment. All you need focus

on is aligning from moment to moment and that engages

your will to allow your highest consciousness to adjust your

vibration accordingly. Source energy is the means by which

the adjustment is oftenmade. So, if you think of vibration as a

measurable frequency, then your frequency raises or lowers as

appropriate in anymoment when you align.

Your senses allow you to monitor your vibration; whether it

is in alignment with Source’s will for and as you, or whether it

is out of alignment. As an extension of Source, a child of God,

you are Source in part and in whole. Your alignment allows you

to harmoniously connect and experience all consciousness in a

way that is harmonious with the will of the Whole.

It is merely the imagination and skewed perspectives of the

seemingparts that create disharmony, or at least the appearance

of disharmony. Disharmony is simply a vibration that is out of
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THE ABUNDANCE VIBRATION

sync with what would be most pleasing for you to experience in

a givenmoment.

For example, if something occurs in your awareness and you

don’t like it, you tend to judge and resist it. This resistance

causes disharmony and you end up stuck in a vibrational pattern

that doesn’t allow the experience to pass. Instead you are

actually choosing a vibration that is resistant to whatever

you experienced and thus, your focus is subconsciously or

consciously emanating a pattern that is not in harmony with

what is. The reality is, whatever you observe, all is well. It is all a

part of creation based on vibration. Everything, at its essence, is

a part of Source, and different vibrations create different forms,

different circumstances, different words, different experiences.

It is all Source energy and consciousness that only appear to

change. The meaning you assign is the cause of the differences

you perceive. More importantly, the meaning fueled by your

belief is what creates. You can think ofmeaning as intent aswell.

Intent is the choice you make whenever you assign meaning.

Thus, if you have an experience and you choose a meaning that

is enjoyable or not, either choice is your intent.

You are the creator of your experience, both in themeaning

you assign and the experiences that result from your intentions.

Now, it is important to note that Oneness is crucial in under-

standing the statement above. When we say you, we are not

referring to the “you” that you typically identify with. We are

referring to the you that is ALL consciousness. Currently, you

may experience life from an individuated point of awareness. As

you identify with that limited point of view, you create beliefs in

6



DAY TWO

separation and create more experiences that reinforce this false

belief.

All form is a result of this intention: to reinforce the belief in

separation. When the belief in separation is released, form dis-

solves and you begin to seemore clearly the interconnectedness

of All that is - the Oneness. You see beyond the illusion.

However, alignment is the process by which you release the

belief in separation. The release requires letting go and allowing

Source energy to remove the blocks, the limited conditioned

thinking and the skewed perspectives in order to restore your

right mind to that of Source.

Wewill not go into a complete explanation of this process, but

just know that alignment takes care of it without you needing

to fully know what is occurring. Trust Source to take care of the

so-called details by simply aligning, allowing and letting go.

Once you begin to practice alignment from moment to mo-

ment, you become better at maintaining the appropriate fre-

quency for any situation. It is nearly automatic because it is

simply you flowing with whatever is: naturally, non-resistant

and non-judgmentally. You no longer need to resist or judge

your Self - the All - because you are simply experiencing and

enjoying it whenever you are aligned. Each moment brings

fulfillment of the collective intent of Source because you are

allowing your true Self to be what it is meant to be.

Do not worry about fully understanding this. Your awareness

will expand as you practice alignment frommoment to moment
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THE ABUNDANCE VIBRATION

and insight/inspiration will flow in perfect timing. Every

moment will fulfill you and every desire of your true nature

will unfold abundantly to bless you with all you were created for.

So, in fact, you could say, abundance is a direct result of your

alignment frommoment to moment. Your spiritual practices

are the means by which you practice aligning more frequently.

The more you practice, the better you get at it.

Through alignment, you are simply allowing Divine Intelli-

gence to undo what has beenmiscreated by you so you can be

what you truly are.

8



Day Three

T
he power of your intention combined with the power

of alignment is all you need to create the life you desire.

Alignment allows you to let go of the things that you

hold onto that are not true, are not productive and prevent you

fromseeing the beauty in all that is. Alignment iswhat helps you

take on thoughts of a higher vibration so you enjoy life however

it shows up. Intention is how you place your order or request

more of what you desire and give it to yourself. As you choose

vibrationsofwhat youdowant, throughyour intent orwill/focus

in practice, you generate exactly what you want to feel in any

moment. This is the power you have been given that allows you

to create the experience you want to have internally regardless

of the circumstances externally. The reason it takes practice is

because you have forgotten how to live in this manner. It is the

natural state, but your unnatural way of being and choosing

has come from ages of conditioning - accepting miscreated

beliefs that do not serve you to be fulfilled; meaning that which

is not in alignmentwith truth / reality. Alignment not only helps

you recognize and release the miscreated meaning, blocks, and

conditioned thinking that don’t serve you, it restores your right

thinking, renews your mind and allows you to receive inspired

thought and action that lead to LOVE in action.

9



THE ABUNDANCE VIBRATION

So, not only do you get rid of thinking and beliefs that create

the suffering and resistance in your life, resulting in acceptance

of all that is and bliss, but alignment also allows you to receive

inspired action of what to do next, think next, feel next, have

next internally. Then, the law you have heard of referred to

as the law of attraction brings you what you are choosing in

alignment with what you are here to experience; in alignment

with what you enjoy most. If all you are thinking and feeling is

bliss, the external responds to amplify and reflect that.

Thus, the internal focus is all that matters. Focusing on

whatever brings you joy, whatever makes you feel gratitude,

peace, love. These are things you use your will, your intention

to create internally and the external - the world of form - will

not fail to reflect and amplify this.

So, it is always your choice where you put your focus - on

the external on things you do not like, things you judge as

unfavorable, things you resist, or on the internal to be the cause

of your internal state, generating the feelings you truly want to

feel, the vibrations you truly want to experience.

Is this clear for you? If not, take few slow deep breaths and

relax. Then, simply ask that it be made clear for you and get

still to listen. Allow the understanding, the recognition and

the realization to come to you through your true Self - not the

conditioned limited thinking you identify with as yourself - but

the source of genius, your higher Self, spirit, God.

As for the topic of this book - Abundance -we are certain once

you understand what has been written so far, you will be ready

10



DAY THREE

to move on to higher application.

When you are ready, proceed with reading more.

11



Day Four

The way to Finding Purpose

M
any people havewonderedwhat their purpose in life

is. Simply put, it is to enjoy the world of form and

awaken to what you truly are - the formless. It is

to realize the power you have been given to create the world of

form and to enjoy eachmoment as your true Self.

Alignment is the key to doing so and now that you have a

cursory understanding of this, we want to speak of the roles of

your purpose.

Each of you has come here to fulfil certain roles you pre-

established with Source before you entered the world of form.

Yes, you could say it is the curriculumof life you co-createdwith

the creator of all of the unseen to experience in the world of the

seen - the world of form.

It does not matter so much as to how this was accomplished

other than it is so. What is more important is that you find the

roles you came here to play. The roles are not only the sub-

12



DAY FOUR

identity you are assigned by parents or even in some cases, by

yourself, once you got here (e.g. name, race, etc.), but also the

roles you came to play in the world as you align. These roles

range from healer, teacher, lover and creator to other roles as

well. The roles can each take many forms, such as a healer in a

medical profession, counseling healer, singing healer, healers

in corporate work, at administrative jobs. It does not matter the

form. The roles are the same for each of you. You co-choose

what they are but clarifying them once you are in form is as

simple as asking.

Life is designed to help you reveal these roles through your

experiences, through your passions and through many signs

and signals that lead you to this realization. The simplest way

to clarify it is by asking spirit, asking Source / God “what aremy

roles?”

Then, simply listen. You will be answered. You simply need

learn to listen. Alignment will help remove the thoughts that

get in the way and allow you to hear exactly what you need to

at whatever level of consciousness you are it. This will not fail.

However, if you are having trouble, practice alignment from

moment to moment until you can listen and hear.

Howyour roles are expressedwill evenbegiven to you through

inspiration. Life Visioning (a book and CD) byMichael Bernard

Beckwith is a great tool for receiving such inspiration because

it focuses you on aligning with the high vibrations of love and

strengthens your will to hear answers to simple questions about

what is seeking to be birthed through you.

13
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THE ABUNDANCE VIBRATION

You have a soul’s blueprint that contains these roles and helps

you identify why you came to the appearance of form. The great

plan is for you to birth your inspired action, birth your roles

through love in action so that youmay experience the uniting

of the Sonship and inspire others to do the same. Your actions,

your creations, your vibration, your life will unfold in a way that

inspires others to align with Source to experience the same bliss

you do.

This is the purpose of your life in the appearance of form. This

is why you came!

14



Day Five

R
ight now, recognize that all needs you perceive you

desire are simply projections of what you desire to

choose right now, vibrationally. You can give this

vibration to yourself internally by using your will to focus on

giving this to yourself and thus, end the illusion that it comes

from some external condition.

For example, it is often said that everyone desires to be heard.

The truth is, everyone that feels thisway cangive themselves the

vibration they are seeking regardless of the external apparent

circumstances. Yet, many have been conditioned to think they

have to get this apparent needmet by external circumstances.

Thus, the misunderstanding is that people need to learn how

to communicate this need and teach others to give it to them.

This is not the case. The truth is you only need give the feeling

you are seeking to yourself. Then, the external will respond to

amplify the vibration you are choosing.

Thus, take time to hear your true Self. If you are not listening

to your true Self, your connection to the all, your Source, spirit,

then you will not feel heard. The egoic conditioned thinking will

demand to be heard, but its need is an illusion. It is not real. It

will suffer by choosing thoughts of lack of love - not being heard,

15



THE ABUNDANCE VIBRATION

appreciated, understood, etc. This is not reality. By choosing

these thoughts, more of it comes.

Instead, align and listen to your true Self. Be heard by hearing

reality, thoughts of the divine, such as these you are reading

now. Allow the source energy to shift your thinking and assist

you in becoming aware of these non-productive patterns - and

by non-productive wemean thoughts that do not produce the

bliss you are here to experience.

Once you let go of these patterns of thinking that produce

feelings of lack, you are free to choose differently. Alignment

assists in the letting go and in the choosing differently - choos-

ing thoughts of a high vibration that allow you to accept all and

GIVE the very thing you were seeking.

You are the source of love that you seek. By being the one

who listens and accepts all that is, not resisting anything within

your awareness, but simply aligning, allowing and letting go

(not attaching to anything you are aware of by way of feeling,

thinking, seeing, sensing, etc.), you can flowwith what is, feel

bliss and give love freely.

When judgment arises of what you perceive, you know you

have assigned some sort of meaning that creates fear and

separation. This is easily cured by alignment.

Alignment allows you to perceive the unseen (unseen by the

physical eye in the world of form) beauty that exists at all times

all around you. All that is is essence and essence is beauty, but

you do not see it with your physical eye. You experience all true

16



DAY FIVE

beauty through vibration. All physical form is meaningless. You

assignmeaning and experience the vibration of that meaning.

If you assign meaning from your limited conditioned thinking,

then you will experience a vibration of resistance, separation,

judgment, attachment, fear and all things that create suffering.

If you assign the meaning through alignment, you are actually

allowing truth to be the meaning, receiving that meaning via

inspiration, via spirit, via Source/God. That meaning results in

bliss, peace, joy, love, a feeling of wholeness, all of which are

vibrations you are here to experience.

So, know that all meaning that comes from the ego - the

limited conditioned thinking - bring you nothing but suffering,

whether fear or any other label you would give it. All meaning

that comes from Source, through your alignment with source,

is truth and sets you free from suffering. It brings you peace,

bliss, and joy. Simple.

What is needed is your will to align frommoment to moment

- your commitment to practicing alignment from moment to

moment more often. Do not feel you have to perfect alignment

immediately. It is a journey. Your spiritual practices assist

you in perfecting alignment frommoment to moment and you

do not need to worry about the times you are not aligned and

entangled in egoic limited conditioned thinking. Do not judge

these moments. Instead, graciously, lovingly, yet vigilantly,

align when you realize you are out of alignment. Waste no time

judging unalignment. Simply, align any moment you are out of

alignment and the situation will be corrected.

If you find it challenging to align, that is OK. It may seem

17



THE ABUNDANCE VIBRATION

challenging at first, but practice will make it easier. You merely

need to let go of the blocks, the misperceptions and the limited

conditioned thinking that is distracting you. Alignment assists

in doing this, as we pointed out before. You do not have to worry

about removing the blocks yourself, as in from your limited

perspective. You simply practice alignment and the blocks are

removed by Source, the all-knowing, all present, all powerful

first cause.

It is your willingness to practice alignment and your journey

in seeking practices (yoga, meditation, being in nature, toning,

singing, etc.) that allows source energy to support you in

removing blocks and receiving inspiration.

As more alignment is experienced, you accept more, let go

more, and experience more of who you are. You naturally move

to the vibration you desire in eachmoment.

18



Day Six

T
he way to ensure you are experiencing what youmost

desire in each moment is through aligning with Source

frommoment to moment and allowing whatever you

are aware of to be without resistance. This means aligning and

not judging or attaching to any experience but simply enjoying

eachmoment by trusting that all is well and accepting whatever

unfolds. This allows you to fulfill what Source is seeking to

be as you in any circumstance and choose whatever your soul

desires withoutmisperception. Instead of projecting fulfillment

externally, you align with the Source of all fulfillment in each

moment and consciously choose the vibrations you desire from

a high level of consciousness. As you continue aligning from

moment to moment, your awareness expands so that you “see”

more and more of what you are, more and more of the beauty

and perfection that is all around and you expand in your ability

to be the love and light that you desire to be as Source. You

begin to unite other individuated points of awareness in this

high vibration, inspiring them to do the same, and they, in turn,

inspire you to expand evenmore through their vibrations, love

in action, and their very presence. You each resonate at higher

and higher frequencies together amplifying the frequency of

love and raising the vibration of the collective consciousness of

all that is. Your light assists in removing blocks of the collective
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THE ABUNDANCE VIBRATION

consciousness of all that is allowing source energy to redeem

the minds of all creation, uniting them to their natural state.

This allows all to experience the perfection of existence and

experience lifewithout judgement, resistanceor separation. The

love that you are is seen clearly in each moment and the joy

of realizing the more is simply unfolding in perfection every

moment is a thrilling, fulfilling and blissful experience. You

choosewhat to create and it is so. However, you choose correctly,

creating from internal vibration knowing that the internal is the

point and the external is simply the reflection of the collective.

Aligning, perfectly responding to collective intent. There is no

longer anything to fear because not only do you recognize the

interconnectedness of all consciousness, which you know to be

your consciousness, but you realize the Perfection of it all.

Alignment becomes automatic as your conditioned thinking,

full of limitation, goes away and your true intelligence, your

divine mind, emerges as the only mind you focus upon. You

remember you are free of all limitations and you allow your true

self to choose whatever your soul desires to create. This is all

done to enjoy that which Source has blessed you with: every

good thing.

And so it is.

20



Day Seven

W
here you choose to place your focus allows the

creation or mis-creation based on your intent.

The consciousness focuses upon any number of

possibilities and simply throughwill chooses the corresponding

vibration that it desires most. It then creates or mis-creates

from this vibration.

Think of humming a new tune for example. The desire

begins and the intent occurs when you choose to engage in

creating a vibration of sound. Of the infinite possibilities of

what you can create, you choose to create a melody and it is so.

This is the same internally. During this process of humming,

you choose an internal vibration based on desire. The act of

choosing, whether conscious or unconscious is your intent.

Your intent is your will in action choosing the vibrations you

experience in eachmoment. If the vibrations are coming from

alignment with Source (your greatest and highest self), then the

resulting creation is in alignment with what Source is seeking to

experience and create. If the vibrations are out of alignment

as a result of your resistance (being out of alignment with

Source), then youmiscreate delusions that cause suffering for

you. The suffering is a natural result of miscreation. You are

creating a belief that is false only. That is the miscreation that

21



THE ABUNDANCE VIBRATION

causes the suffering. Belief in what is not real is themiscreation.

The illusion that is created is not the cause of suffering for an

illusion is harmless, simply nothing, meaningless appearing in

your awareness by your own creation. However, the meaning

you invent and the belief you assign to that meaning is what

determines whether you experience a creation in alignment or a

miscreation in resistance. So, you see the levels of creation are

vibration, generated by the will/intent you choose; the intent

itself, and the state of alignment or resistance; the illusion;

the meaning, the belief, and the essence. Only one of these is

changeless - the essence. Thus, only one is real and truly you,

created by Source. The rest is changing and of your creation,

supported by your belief and creative power, by your will.

The dream you are having is simply that - a dream. It is

not real. This disconnected experience you are aware of is

your miscreation only because of your belief in the meaning

you have assigned to it. By believing this dream of form and

disconnectedness/ separation is real, youmiscreated meaning

that is not in alignment with who you are. Thus, these false

limiting beliefs cause the feelings of fear and suffering you

experience. When you awaken to the reality of who you are

and what is actually occurring, you began to let go of the

miscreations and expand your awareness experiencing reality

and freedom from limitation, freedom from suffering - all

through simple alignment.

Do you see how powerful aligning frommoment to moment

is? It is the way to experience the truth of who you are, the

path to freedom and renewal. It restores your natural sanity and

allows you to realize the only thing that is is perfection.

22



DAY SEVEN

If you are ready to go further in your journey to awakening,

then take some time to alignmoment tomoment now. Give this

time to Source and it will be blessed without fail.

23



Day Eight

L
et goof fears of losing anything: your body, your current

identification with it - let this fear, this attachment to a

limited illusiongo. Knowthatwhat youare is far greater,

is real and lacks nothing. You only stand to gain everything

by letting go of this fear of losing. You cannot gain your true

identity by holding on to illusion and belief in it. Let go and

know that what unfolds is what love is. What unfolds as you let

go of this attachment, this resistance to expansion, resistance

to ascension, is the holy moment, the Holy instant you have

longed for and sought out in that which is not truly you. Let go

and trust the flow of infinite intelligence to direct your path. Do

not fear your true Self, my child. Instead, embrace the process

of alignment, trusting that it is the only sanity available to you

when you are identifying with the illusion of the body and a

world of separation and limitation.

As you surrender, the transition to knowing your Self will

be perfectly orchestrated to bring you joy, love and peace.

Recognize you have been deceiving yourself by fearing what will

unfold, deceiving yourself into thinking it is better to remain

limited than to expand into what you think you do not know,

but in truth is the only thing you have ever known and the only

things that trulyknowsyou. Align in thisholymomentandbeset

24



DAY EIGHT

free. It is right here, right now for you to allow. Do not let your

mindbedistractedby themanymeaningless thoughts thatoccur.

Instead, align and let these thoughts pass. For they will surely

fade and the light that you are, that all is will illuminate the dark

and bring you to where you recognize you are one, you are love

and you are already home. You never left your oneness, your

wholeness or your sanity, you just focused on the dream and

chose to believe it was real. Know now that the only thing which

is real is the changeless essence you are. This is the moment

of your awakening. This is the reward of your alignment: to

recognize your eternal, holy perfection and embrace your true

limitless identity, now and forevermore. And so it is.

There are numerous ways for you to choose to experience

abundance and all that matters is you’re getting clear on what

you’d like. Internal vibration is the key starting point. How

perfection and love fit into this is that alignment helps you see

the true nature of all that is: of your Self.

Once you see beyond illusion, recognizing perfection, you will

realize the purpose of your existence is joy. You see beyond the

illusion through the alignment.

Until you are ready to let go of all else, simply practice

alignment to assist your will in growing fonder of letting go

of suffering, separation and the like.

You have heard it said that every good turn deserves another.

In truth, all is good and deserves every good thing because it is

every good thing. It is you.

25
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Do not worry about your progress for you will progress in

accordance with your willingness and that is perfect. Each time

you put your will to alignment, each time you ask spirit for

help in seeing clearly, each time you engage in your spiritual

practices, your aligning with source provides the assistance you

cannot get in the world of form - the very assistance you need

to take the next step on your journey to self-realization. Know

that it all unfolds perfectly based on your willingness.

26



Day Nine

Y
ou can let go of the fear and experience the peace of

God whenever you choose. It may seem as if something

outside of you is holding you back, but that which you

have once been uncertain of has now been made clear and

brought to light. For your love of the body and identification

with it has been shown to be a delusion, a distraction from the

truth of who you are. It is a limitation and a pale comparison

to the truth of you. Letting go of the identificationmerely sets

you free to experience who you truly are, the Holy Son of God,

here to bring love and light to those who yearn for salvation.

You remind them of their power, of their identity, of their father

who would never leave or forsake them. You remind them of the

freedom and the power you have been blessed with to create a

life of joy, love, peace, and communion. Yes. This is why you

are here: to awaken from the nightmare and remember you are

the holy Son of God and have always been.

Enjoy this knowing, for youhave sought it all your conditioned

limited existence - all the time you thought it was separate from

you. Know that all iswell and that now is the time to choosewhat

you will: God’s will of freedom, love, and light or the illusion

of nothingness, fear, darkness and suffering? Choose the light,

choose love and freedom and you will inherit your birthright:
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the kingdom of God!
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T
he weight of alignment from moment to moment is

far less than the weight of suffering. Yet, you do not

see this as so because the benefits of alignment have

been forgotten and you have substituted the pale comparison

of suffering’s fruit, as spoiled and non-existent as it may be,

for truth. Time will allow you to recognize the disparity of what

suffering yields and you will awaken to your true identity when

you choose, when you are ready. In the meantime, alignment

from moment to moment will assist you in minimizing the

insanity’s impact and gently increase your will and trust. Your

faith in love will allow you to choose when you are ready.

Take a deep breath and know that all is well and always is.

There is no need to look to the future and think youmust wait

for some change. You have been given everything you need

right now to awaken to who you are. Do not think you must

go through more lessons unless you choose to. The spirit of

truth will assist you with awakening at any moment you choose.

Yes. It is your choosing when and Source, through the divine

consciousness of spirit, restores your sanity by eliminating the

blocks that convinced you to give your focus over. As a holy son
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of the divine, you are in no way limited and have the right to

experience all good whenever you choose. Likewise, you have

the right to suffer if you so choose.

So, do not confuse yourself into thinking your experience has

anythingmore to do with others than your intentions and those

of every extension of you. It is the true you that creates all

experience in the form world - all illusion. Your consciously

choosing vibrations that you desire in eachmoment ensures the

collective conscience elevates its vibration.

Abundance is shared throughmind. All action that proceeds

from alignment is love, shared abundantly. When you give, you

simply share love that can never be depleted, diminished or

exhausted.

Realize that only the love shared is real. It matters not what

temporal form it is shared through, whether a gift of an object,

a physical action, words or any other form, the love is real and

changeless. The expression is seemingly temporal, but in reality,

it is always presently expressing through transforming form.

Love is always expressing perfectly. Even when you chose to

miscreate through belief in limitation, fear, separation, and

attack; the love perfectly expresses as you, looking beyond your

delusions and shining abundantly for all who choose to see it.

Your responsibility is only alignment, which allows you to

choose the thoughts of love to guide you. As you release the

false belief that this body is you and you recognize that the

illusion of what you considered your mind is only a parody of

your true mind, that of Source, you unite with all parts of you,
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all consciousness, accepting as you are gently guided to see

through the holy spirit’s abundant vision. You are guided to see

with renewedmind, renewed vision and no longer beholden to

the conditioned limited thinking you oncemistook for your Self.

Welcome to love. Welcome to peace. Welcome to our commu-

nity of consciousness, abundance, truth, and freedom. Welcome

to our birthright of bliss where only abundance exists.

You are the extension of love, of God, of Source that can play

your divine part in being the light of the world through your

surrender, through your alignment frommoment to moment.

Choosewhomyouwill serve, your true Self/Source/Love, or your

miscreated misidentification - the illusion of limitation/ego.

In the end of suffering, all will beUnited and restored to sanity.

You choose how soon you participate through alignment. And

so it is.
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T
he question of “why is life appearing to you the way

it is?” is a valid one. The answer is you have chosen

it as so thus far. Remember now that your vision of a

separate world full of separate points of awareness is an illusion

of your own creation. All form is an illusion of your own creation.

All knowledge of form is an illusion of your own creation. Yes.

It is NOT real. Therefore, all you see and know of the world you

created is not real. The truth iswhat you are here to do is awaken

to reality beyond what you created. The reality that is eternal,

unchanging and holy in every way. This is real, this is truth and

this is the Source of joy, the essence that is the all in all. This

realization brings peace. Know that realizing who, what, where,

whence you truly are is the purpose of your existence. You are

free to create from this realization without suffering because

you create from peace, not from fear and separation but from

wholeness and truth. Nothing you do nowmeans anything in

reality, yet you give all meaning you perceive in the world of

form. When you release this meaning and accept the truth, you

are liberated fromchoosing thoughts and feelings driven by fear,

condemnation, judgement, separation, and attack. You realize

you are already whole, safe, healed and love itself. There is only

peace, joy andmore of your Self to be experienced. Yet more of

your Self in essence, in reality, not in the illusion of separation.
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This dimly lit world of form fades into the nothingness it is and

the world of eternity, which transcends space and time you have

created, subsides and you awaken into the newness of reality

itself. Though eternal, it is truly a rebirth into that which always

is. It is the resurrection of your sanity and all is restored by

your vision, received from God / Source. Not the vision of your

apparent or so-called physical eyes that can only see illusion,

but the holy vision of your most high, whole self - the vision of

truth. See with divine sight and the darkness disappears into

the nothingness and meaninglessness you concocted it from.

And so it is.
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T
his is a lesson in trust. A lesson in believing the

promises of Source, that Source intends to bless you

with all that you desire and has already said “yes.” You

need only accept the blessing, the power, and the love that you

already possess and create from this place of power. This is how

you truly live the abundant life you came to live. Despite the

mis-creation you have willingly, yet at times, unconsciously

participated in, you have the ability to deny this mis-creation

and surrender to reality. Wherever there is resistance in your

life - judgement, attachment and an unwillingness to accept

what is - youmust let go and alignwith Source to see beyond the

appearance andmis-created meaning you have participated in.

This form of surrender brings liberation and allows you to say

“Yes” to the blessings you already possess. All that life brings is

perfect, yet you cannot see this when you are looking through

conditioned limiting beliefs. You cannot see this when you are

listening to meaningless lies about who you are. You are a child

of themost high, not of the body, but of the spirit. Theflesh is an

illusion, it is the mis-creation of your own doing that has given

you the impressionyouare somehow limitedandseparated from

your true essence, source. This is not so. Realize you are divine

and can never be separated from your source.
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Remember who you are - an extension of God / Source. You

are given domain to create a world in which you enjoy fully,

yet remember where the enjoyment comes from. Not from

the creation, but from the vibration. Remember the order -

first is alignment, intent, vibration, manifestation/creation.

Amplification follows through attraction.

Alignment of itself is a use of intent, yet it is simply a return

to your best and highest state to clearly choose (intent) internal

vibrations that assist in attracting what appears to be external

vibrations to amplify your vibration. In reality, this is just a

transformation of vibrations within the illusion. All a dream,

yet one you can enjoy and bring light and love to for the purpose

of life, for Source’s purpose: to bring all to the glory of their

perfection and unite in perfect love.
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R
emember that everything that unfolds in life is perfect.

It is all a response to the intention, the vibrations

you choose and the only way to change what unfolds

is to choose different vibrations. As a reminder, alignment

helps you choose what you are ultimately seeking to experience

vibrationally in eachmoment in a way that is harmonious with

all consciousness. It (alignment) allows you to experience

whatever unfolds in a way that not only allows the unfolding

to occur without meaningless resistance on your part, but also

allows you to see the perfection in the unfolding. This helps

you see all the ways love is at play in every situation. This sight,

this vision helps you see beyond the separation and experience

the knowing, you have to understand the way love is always

assisting you out of suffering in every way, for every extension.

Your allowing through alignment assists you in receiving this

love, this support, this grace in eachmoment. Eachmoment is

pregnant with gifts for you to unfold. All you need do is say yes.

Life will do the rest.

By life, we mean the collective consciousness that is you and

the source energy that is love in action.

Remember that your role is simply to align with source and
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allow the energy to do what it knows to do, what it is for:

removing blocks in assisting in bringing you whatever insight,

whatever vision, whatever assistance you need.

This energy is a creation of Source and is at your disposal

through vibration, through alignment, through intention. It’s

designed to remove blocks, to assist in gaining insight, as

information is composedof energyand this source energybrings

all knowing, contains all information and is the light itself. Thus,

you are this source energy. You are the consciousness of love

and the light of source energy. This is your true nature. Inde-

structible and unchanging, though your perspective experiences

your unfolding as changing.
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Understanding. Recognition. Realization.

U
nderstanding is the key to growth and unfolding and

comes from highest consciousness, wisdom, highest

self, Holy Spirit, essence, Source, which contains true

knowing. Alignment allows this knowing to be heard/received.

Alignment, also called centering and being present, is align-

ment with Source. Your soul knows exactly what alignment is.

Use the words align and seek to align frommoment to moment

in order to be what you came to. Your focus on alignment brings

forth knowing and allows you to be the extension of source that

you are.

The benefits are bliss, love, clarity, peace, wisdom, the fruits

of the spirit, inspiration, a recognition of what you are here to

be, do and have internally/your state of being. All else follows.

“Seek ye first the kingdom of God and His righteousness and all

these things will be added unto you.”

Recognition is wisdom and knowing of principles/parts of life
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that allows you to release/end suffering.

Principle 1: Life’s motive is more of all expansion, experi-

ences.

Principle 2: There is only creation and transformation. Source

extends itself for more as consciousness and energy, high to

low.

Consciousness, which you are, transforms the energy, which

you are, into all you experience.

Form is the appearance or illusion.

Sensation is the awareness of the energy.

Principle 3: There is no harm because nothing real can be

destroyed or changed.

Consciousness does not change at its fundamental level. Your

experience of it appears to change based on your focus as you

use your awareness, which is purposely individuated to allow

for more to unfold. You, at the true essence, merely recognize

more of yourself, consciousness, energy, etc..

Energy does not change at its essence. It is also experienced

similarly to consciousness. The individuated awareness fo-

cusses and appears to transform the energy through its beliefs

and assigned meaning, creating experiences of information

through senses and faculties and the experience becomes di-

verse in this illusion you - at the essence level - have created.
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Yet, there is only unchanging source energy and unchanging

Source consciousness/Christ consciousness. All else is illusion.

Principle 4: Illusion is not good or bad, right or wrong. It is

the motive of the more.

Delusion is the cause of the suffering - belief in the illusion,

identification with it and attachment to it. If you would simply

recognize that the illusion is creation, art, the more you seek

to play with and in, you can let go of resistance, including all

forms of attachment, and allow the bliss of your birthright to

flow, experiencing all that is with acceptance, non-judgment,

alignment.

Principle 5: All action is right action since you are all con-

sciousness (“there is only one of us here”). As you align and

receive understanding, you recognize that action flows from

consciousness and none of it is right or wrong. It is. Not to be

judged because it is only movement, transformation, vibration.

Resistance, judgment and the like causes the suffering.

Your being/internal state is all that matters.

Take for example making the peace sign with your fingers.

In the United States, both of the following hand signs means

peace:
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1.
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2.

However, in Great Britain, the second hand sign, where the back

of the hand is shown facing the observer, is synonymous with

“f*ck you.”

In either case, internal state is all that matters - both of the

individuated awareness doing the action and perceiving the

action.

As you align and bring forth the knowing that there is no harm

- all is well and always is - through understanding, recognition
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of the moment, you realize or make real your true self, nature,

essence.

You are thus being the light of the world, accepting all that

is and navigating through inspired action. You allow the Christ

consciousness to direct your vision, understanding, action and

vibration through alignment. This allows you to see perfection -

the perfection of what is real versus the appearance perfection

plays with.

The level of consciousness that sees problems is a figment

of your imagination - your conditioned thinking, your ego

or skewed perspectives. The level of consciousness that sees

perfection is your true, highest self, Christ consciousness,

seeing through God’s eyes.

Let his spirit guide you - your spirit - through alignment from

moment tomoment. Themore youdo, themore youunderstand,

recognize and realize the limitless love and light you are as the

one.
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T
he reason you do not get what you truly want in life is

because you are not clear onwhat you trulywant. When

we speak of you, wemean you as the whole, you as all

consciousness having this experience as life. You do not know

what you truly want when you look from resistance, separation

and identify with miscreation - identify with a false, limited

identity.

What you truly want is simple: to freely experience all that

is, connecting with the essence of yourself in all its glory and

perfection. You simply want to create and experience the

creations without judgment, without resistance. As we have

repeated, alignment is the key to experiencing life this way. The

benefits are bliss in all its forms. This is what you truly want.

Your practices, your spiritual practices help you achieve it.

Though this is simple, it is hard to understand from your

level of consciousness when you are isolated and limited to

false meaning, when you are simply unwilling to let go of the

false meaning you have created and will not surrender to your

highest consciousness. Until you learn to align frommoment to

moment, you will be double-minded - you will align at times

and resist at times. This causes peace at times and suffering at
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times. As youmaster alignment frommoment to moment, you

will find consistent peace. It could not be plainer.

The only thing we can add to this is that you are here to

experience the journey of learning to align from moment to

moment in all the ways life masterfully answers your current

requests. Your current requests are all the things you have

chosen to believe: some conscious and some unconscious

beliefs. Based on these beliefs about yourself, you create your

experiences. The beliefs that come from alignment are those

that bring peace. The beliefs that resist life bring suffering.

As you learn to let go of beliefs that cause suffering, through

alignment, you set yourself free from the needless cycle of

limitation and separation you create.
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Four Levels of Creation

A
t this point, you have a good basic presentation of

how creating abundance works. We want to give you

a simplifiedmodel to use in practice that will make it

even easier for you to consciously create.

When you have a desire, which you have in all moments,

that desire is either being fulfilled and birthing a new desire

or awaiting fulfillment and what you choose from there is either

alignment or resistance. When aligned, you can use your will

to intend fulfilling that desire and choose a vibration that you

feel best meets it. That choice may unfold from the vibration

you assign to it, may unfold as a feeling, may unfold asmeaning

andmay unfold in action. These can all occur in any order, but

it may help you to have a linear example.

So, if you were suddenly hungry, you’d become aware of a

desire to eat. That is the point at which you could resist or align

and act from there. If you resist, you may put the hunger off

based on a feeling that what you are doing in that moment is
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more important than fulfilling that desire. That feeling may be

anxiousness because youmay feel that there is not enough time

to stop to eat and get what you are working on complete. This

feeling could lead to nausea eventually. Now, the desire was

to eat; however, the vibration you choose corresponded to the

meaning of not enough time, or lack, and thus, the feeling was

anxiety, which is a form of fear. That fear leads to nauseousness

at the level of manifestation, which could make it more difficult

to do what you are doing in a way that feels good.

On the other hand, let’s say when you became aware of this

desire to eat, or hunger, you aligned and realized the desire to

eat was stronger than the desire to continue doing something

else. You, through your alignment, intend to eat something you

enjoy and imagine what that feels like instantly. Themeaning

you assign at the same time is that it would feel good to eat

something you enjoy, so you stop what you are doing, and

take action to fulfill the desire. What you eat may amplify the

vibration you chose, or it may amplify other vibrations you’ve

chosen. Either way, we’ll focus on the first actions.

In both cases, you acted on your desire but in the first instant

you amplified the desire and it was fulfilled. Not because the

external created the fulfillment but it amplified the desire you

created and youwere fulfilled by that amplification. Had you not

acted, thedesire couldhavebeenamplifiedby someothermeans,

whethermental or using some externalmeans other than eating

to amplify it. The result would be the same: fulfillment.

What is important to note is that the start of the fulfillment is

at the first level of creation: vibration and frequency.
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Wewill sharewith you nowa recent transcript fromaprevious

session that goes into detail about this first level and the

simplified other levels that together we call the four levels of

creation.

Transcript fromWednesday evening Spiritual Summit session in

Atlanta, Ga (05.19.17)

OK, so, tonight we’re going to discuss intuition and we’re

going to discuss vibration and we’re going to discuss intention.

Let’s start with intention. So you are already aware of the word

intention and it canhavemanymeanings: what you intend to do,

what you intend to think, what you intend to feel, basically, it is

a use of your will in choosing, very simply put. What you intend

is what you use your will to choose. Now, when you choose

anything, you activate a vibration. So, any decision youmake,

any choice youmake using your will creates an intention that

activates a vibration. We discussed recently at the retreat this is

the first level of creation and for those of you here I would let

you know this is also the level that means the most. And in fact,

it is the level that actually means everything when it comes to

your creating, when it comes to yourmanifestation. So, youmay

wonder what the next levels are. As soon as you have chosen, as

soon as youhave used yourwill to intend, a vibration is activated.

And to simplify things,wewill skip levels andgo to a second level

for yourunderstanding. The second level is simply oneof feeling.

So, when you intend something, instantly, you have created a

vibration and you sense that vibration through your awareness,

through your senses, feeling. Butwe don’tmean isolated feeling

as in kinesthetic. Meaning feeling as in you sense the vibration

and you pick it up with whatever sense that you are most app to
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use, or senses that you are most apt to use. Such as kinesthetic

feeling, such as audible, such as visual, such as gustatory/taste,

such as smell. All of these ways of feeling vibration are on the

second level of creation. So, once you have intended and chosen

something, in that instant. You’re activating a vibration. Then

your sense it: feeling.

We will skip levels to go to the level of meaning, the third

level, which allows you to sense and then assign some sort

of meaning; however, there are infinite possibilities of the

meaning you may assign. Now, with this entire first three

levels, there is incorporated in it, alignment - alignment or

resistance (which is not alignment for simplicity sake). When

in alignment, your intentions are in harmony with all that

is. Thus, when in alignment you are using a different level of

consciousness to choose an intention that is in harmony with

what is in this moment and in all moments. In this moment,

you are choosing an intention through alignment that creates

balance and harmony, and thus, the sensation, the feeling, will

be in harmony, and the meaning will be in harmony, through

that alignment.

What do wemean by harmony? Well, you have heard dishar-

mony and harmony. Harmony is when things are balanced,

flowing, working together. Disharmony is when things collide,

press up against each other, resist each other, fight each other,

etc.. That’s disharmony. Your vibration can create disharmony

when you are resisting what is and you have an intention

from that place of resistance - you choose something that is

disharmonious. You feel it, sense it, and the meaning around it

creates a loop that keeps feeding that cycle.
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Now, what is the simplified - we stress simplified for this is

not every level of creation, this is a simple perspective for you to

use as a tool. So, what is the fourth level? This is manifestation.

This is when you allow themeaning to continue and choose to

let it do what it’s going to do with the momentum it is moving

in. Thus, you are in resistance and you create an intention,

which creates a feeling and meaning that is disharmonious.

Manifestation means it shows up in this third dimension space

in action, such as speaking, such as physical action, such as

anything that expresses that you can be aware of with these

eyes in this dimension. It can be physical objects, it can be

circumstance. Eventually, it manifests. It can be disease, it

can be a breakdown of cells, it can be all sorts of things, but

manifestation occurs in this physicality dimension and it is the

showing of - the result of these other levels.

Now, why is this in any way important when it comes to

intuition? Alignment allows you to receive information that

you would not normally receive when you are using the limited

patterns and conditions of the mind - the conditioning of

the mind, the skewed perspectives. Alignment allows your

awareness to expand and you begin to go into these levels

of vibration and you begin to use the senses to access more.

And then, through that alignment, your higher consciousness

forms themeaning because you’ve accessed that vibration, your

sensing through your different senses at the second level, the

meaning comes from your highest level of consciousness. The

cognition, the understanding, the recognition, the realization,

the inspiration through this alignment. You’re pushing aside

the conditioned limited mind in accessing this wisdom.
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Yet, what happens is many forget that they even have this

ability and thus believe the conditioning, believe the patterns of

limitation are their home - believe that resistance and suffering

are theirhomeandnatural state. Becomesodesensitized towhat

bliss and joy and peace mean, they don’t recognize they have

the power to release these patterns of suffering these patterns

of blocks and false beliefs, and so, reminders are sent in all ways

to remind them and wake them up to their true power, wake

themup to their abilities. You are those reminders. Those of you

who have chosen to seek, to find, have chosen tomove to higher

good. Those of you who have chosen to find a different way, a

new path. Those of you who realize the meaning that you’ve

been holding onto is no longer serving you bywhat hasmanifest

in your life, by the experiences that repeat over and over again.

And the lessons you are awakening to. This is how you know you

are that reminding. As soon as you intend / decide, as soon as

you will to awaken, as soon as you will to find something that

works, something new, something “better,” you are activating a

vibration, sensation, meaning, and you’ll manifest exactly what

you came here for.

Now, this is more so about letting go of limited thinking,

false beliefs and the things that have told you you are someone

who came to suffer and do not deserve bliss, happiness, instant

manifestation and everything good. Once you are ready tomove

away from the societal conditioning and lies about who you are

this is when you begin opening up. Your awareness begins to

expand. You begin finding practices that work for you and help

you align, help you be present in this nowmoment. Help you let

go of the illusions and thoughts about the past that don’t even

exist. Help you stop living in this mental construct. Help you
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stop projecting out into a “future” that does not exist and let go

of this mental thought and constructs you’ve been letting run

amuck. Releasing, coming into now. Coming into the beauty

of presence. Coming into the knowing that can come through

you, inspire you, give you exactly what the meaning is, guide

you. Some call it the Holy Spirit that teaches all things, some

call it guidance, and spirit guides, some call it source and higher

consciousness. Some call it Gods. It does not matter the label.

What matters is you seek your connection and find what works

for you to liberate you from unnecessary suffering.

Is there a difference between necessary and unnecessary? Yes,

necessary suffering is the suffering that you are not yet ready

to let go of. It’s still necessary to you and that’s ok. There are

valuable lessons here, and when you are ready and that desire is

great enough, it becomes unnecessary. You can opt out.

Is suffering an important ingredient in life? No. It is a useful

tool that you’ve created but it is completely optional. It’s not

good, it’s not bad. As you know, it feels better to be at peace

and bliss than to be worked up and angry; however, it is all

relative towhere you are in thatmoment. If in amoment you are

completing depressed and ashamed, anger can help bring your

frequency up. So there is usefulness in the suffering you created,

yet if you get stuck here and hold on to that anger and dodge

it, or hold on and get attached to the meaning and don’t allow

it to progress, you don’t learn the lessons and you repeat the

cycle, you repeat the cycle, you repeat the cycle - you get stuck.

So, letting go of the attachment, letting go of that which no

longer serves you takes more than just the limited conditioned

mind that created to release. That is why alignment is so critical.
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Presence. Centering. Being in this now and connectingwith that

consciousness, that awareness and allowing the judgments to

go. It takes that presence, that awareness to allow the source

energy, the solution, the spirit, the guides, all that is that is here

to assist you to bring about the source energy that helps you

release and dissolves illusions, dissolves these silly patterns.

You create the space allowing that correction to come in and it

frees you. This is something you must do with your will. It is

not forced upon you. Thus, that is why practices like affirmative

prayer, like meditation, even like channeling in this moment.

That is why practices like yoga, that is why practices like long

walks on the beach are important. You are finding practices that

work for you tohelpyouconnect andallow that senseofpresence

to permeate your awareness, allowing that source energy to do

what it knows to dowithout you even having to direct in anyway.

Know this - the same source energy and intelligence that allows

your cells to repair, divide and energize - that same intelligence

removes the blocks without you having to think about it. All you

need do is align, be present and let that power do what it does.

And when the thoughts come in and try to tell you stories and

get you trapped in the past or get you projecting in the future, all

you need do - avert your attention back to now, back to presence.

That is the letting go. “Oh, this comes and gets my attention.” I

can simply turn and say, “Ok, back to here.”

Breathwork, breathing, mindfulness, all of these practices

assist you in the same way. Now there are amplifiers, such as

this gathering. It is an amplifier. It allows for us to all use

our intention together to bring about amplified frequencies.

That is why you’ve heard about experiments in consciousness

with those coming together to focus on bringing about some
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higher vibration in a community, to focus on bringing about

some sort of manifestation of peace or love or joy, and with

just their intentions and whatever practices that help them

align, they are able to manifest exactly that - amplifying those

vibrations they are intending, sensing, allowing meaning to

unfold, and creatingmanifestation in this dimension that raises

the consciousness, expands the awareness of all.

Another important distinction to make is knowing that there

is oneness and operating in this dimension can be a challenge

when we are attached to the stories of our past when we are

attached to the identities that we so feebly try to gain confidence

from. Yes, our roles, these external circumstances we create.

All of these things are things to be enjoyed, indeed, but the

confidencemust shift to that true essence, that true power, that

place of oneness, the connection to your inner being. That inner

being with a direct connection to Source itself. That is where

your trust and confidence can lie because that is the connection

and recognition of the one. My inner being, your inner being,

all of our inner being is interconnected - one. The bodies don’t

look like they’re one. Thus, if you rest your confidence and

identification there, you rest it in the illusion. Your actual

confidence, power, your source of joy, love, peace, all of it

rests within your inner being some call “soul,” that which is

connected at the essence level to what you truly are is Source.

Source is synonymous with God but God has all sorts of limited

ideas connected in the collective consciousness to it, thus we

use the word Source. You can use whatever word you like. What

matters is that infinite power that you are, connecting to it,

recognizing it and allowing it to do itswork to remove the blocks

that are keeping you in these cycles of limitation for the benefit
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of the whole because you are the whole. You are not separate.

so When you’re doing your practices, when you are letting go

and releasing these limited ways of thinking, you are lifting the

whole, and you feel it and you see it manifest. You see it in the

responses of those who come and resonate with your vibration,

with the intent you put out. And it’s not something you have

to practice over and over, it is automatic when you align. Just

like the cells doing their work - you don’t have to keep focusing

and praying and asking and willing. It is automatic, you just

need align. So, why are we excited about this message? Because

instant manifestation, as one of our dear friends, has known for

some time, instant manifestation is your birthright. It does not

have to be something that draws out for some time in you’re

waiting, waiting to have, to be, to do. This is not why you came!

Your power is far greater. But the recognition of what instant

manifestation is is where the disconnect lies.

So, instant manifestation is at the first level. Vibration and

frequency. You have the power to instantly create any vibration

you desire. Yet when we are focused on the manifestation: the

results of the vibration in this illusion - when we are focused

onmaking that happen, we’re often skipping our power to give

ourselves in the moment exactly what we desire. If you can

simply remember the only thing that matters. The only thing

that matters is truly vibration, frequency level, internal. That’s

what it means. The vibration is the spacious unseen domain.

The essence is creation vibration, is the unseen creation that

you create immediately when you intend it. You are powerful

masters of intention. However, when we forget, we need

reminders. Reminders that let us know “don’t worry about

the external.” Don’t worry about when this that or the other
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thing in the physical dimension or circumstance will show up

because it’s not really what you want. What you are seeking

you can give yourself now. So, bring to mind, in this moment,

any circumstance you’d like to see different. Any circumstance

in this dimension. Maybe a circumstance that “causes” you to

feel unaligned. That may perhaps “cause” you to feel sorrow,

sadness, anger, frustration - any shade of this flavor of “all is

not well.” Bring forth to mind in that moment some situation

that feels that way to you. Do this exercise with us now.

Search your mind, search your field. Align.

Let your awareness go to whatever that situation is.

Now, once your awareness has it, I want you to be aware of

where the feeling is occurring in your body in response to this

situation. Maybe, multiple places. Just scan your bodywith your

awareness to feel, in response to that circumstance, what you

feel.

Become familiar with it. Continue having that circumstance

or thing or what you have in yourmind. Be aware of what it feels

like to have that in your mind.

Where are you sensing a response in your body with that

thought? Bring that to mind.

Now, I want you to understand that what you are feeling

is actually from vibration activated when you bring that cir-

cumstance to your mind and meaning you have assigned and

believing. One of those things needs to go. Not both. Youmay
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be able to decipher which. For it is the meaning and the belief in

it that needs to go, not the vibration. Not even the sensation but

the meaning you are ascribing to both what you are sensing and

the circumstance. Thishappenswhenyoualign. Whenyouallow.

That is how you release themeaning. Think of it as an automatic

practice. Bring that idea to your mind and in this moment align.

Be present. Bring your attention to the moment. And guess

what, you can bring the circumstance to your awareness at the

same time. It is not in fact, true that you cannot be present while

looking at some past or even projected future circumstance. It is

being entangled in these thoughts that takes you out of presence.

But if you are aligning and present, you can bring these patterns

into your awareness, aligned and allow source energy, or even

invite correction in. So, I’d like you to repeat after me in your

mind.

Align. Align. I ask that the Holiest spirit, the highest con-

sciousness, that which I am an extension of, bring to me

that which will allow me to let go of this block, this skewed

perspective, this false meaning that I am giving belief to in this

moment. Align.

Breathe in deep. Let go.

Relax into whatever’s arising. If thoughts come to distract

you and you’re getting entangled, simply align. Tell your soul to

align. Put your awareness in your sensation, in the body, what

you ascribe to be the body. Bring your awareness to your breath,

your breathing, whatever works to help you be present and not

entangled in that chatter. Align again… Allow.
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When you allow, you are relaxing. When you allow you are

relaxing. When you let go, you are relaxing. You can think of it

directionally if you will, but it’s all different forms of relaxing

and allowing that source energy to do its work.

Now, I want you to listen. Ask for clarity and perhaps a

message, and listen for the wisdom your soul knows the inner

being is bringing through for your Self. This is the message to

assist you in what you need to recognize in this moment. Listen.

Youmay receive images, you may receive thoughts, but listen.

Youmay receive a shift in energy without any information to

go with it. Listen.

Take a breath.

If you brought a pen and you received a message, you brought

paper, you can write it down to remember. For as you make a

response to that which you receive, you reinforce that you are

open and willing to receive more. You have a phone that you

can type that message in and you didn’t have paper, feel free

to do that. We’ll give you a couple of moments to take care of

this. If you have a voice recorder and you prefer to just say it

into the voice recorder, you can do that as well. And if you are

still waiting on the message, just relax. Breath.

Take note of what you receive.

Yes, some are wondering how do you tell the difference

between receiving higher consciousness information and your

ownmind. It takes practice, but eventually, you will recognize
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the state and the subtle beauty of that which is true in distinct

contrast to the conditioned thinking and skewed perspectives,

but a beautifulway to test is - iswhat you’re getting alignedwith

amessage that “all is well.” Is what you’re getting empowering?

Is what you’re receiving assisting in letting go of meaning

that has been creating the suffering? Often, to begin writing,

you might not be able to tell immediately, but revisiting it.

Sometimes it takes a little time to see the beauty of what you

received. Sometimes you may be thinking “Huh, why am I

receiving this. What is this?” Just go with it. Others who have

practiced, you recognize this is from the higher being, this is

from Source, this is from whatever method they access - this

knowing.

Give another minute, and then we’ll proceed and close.

Ok. So, let’s discuss what we experienced. For those who

are willing to share what they received and for those who have

questions, let’s discuss together.

Who wants to go first?

Participant: I do. Ahh. For me, I am totally in the now, totally

present, totally moving into this alignment of full allowance and

I’ve been downloading all of these wonderful plans, opportunities,

visions, experiences that go far beyond me, that have moved me

to a space I once abandoned of a vision that was given to me. And

that vision has even expanded even grander than I received before.

And, so, with this practice, what I received frommy divine self, the

message I received was, “Accept it. It’s yours. All yours. Wait no

longer. Take it all. Accept it all. Now. Please.” And my response is I

allow accept it, and release it all. Thank you.”
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What’s beautiful is once we’ve accepted and given our belief

to what we intend and choose, many think that we must accept

the level of manifestation, that OK, it has now shown itself in

this dimension, when clearly that is not the case. This is why

so many get confused in what it means to believe and accept

because they are projecting the power in the external when the

power resides in vibration and the internal, the first level of

creation. Accepting that feeling that we get when that vision

comes, accepting that vibration and knowing that is where the

power lies. That is all ours now. There is no tricking ourselves

into believing something that has not occurred when we’re

operating in the level of vibration. Whenwe remember the cause

is our will creating the vibration, we can suddenly possess it. We

can even look for practices that help us possess it, but we don’t

have to continue doing the work of recreating this vibration

over and over, trying to stay in that vibration. Then, you create

resistance to change. You are not to be in a single vibration every

singlemoment. Youare tobe in thevibration that is in alignment

with thewhole every singlemoment. And only alignment allows

you to access that consciousness that knows what that needs

to be. Thus, the fun part is getting out of the way. When we

intend, we receive these visions, we receive these vibrations. We

align. We feel good. Then later, we’re wondering “where is it?”

You knowwhat the vibration feels like. You created it. You can

access it any time. Have it. Know it. All else shall follow. Possess

where your power lies. Take it back. Do not project it on the

illusion, the form, the meaningless, the temporal, that which

shifts and changes with the wave. Take back your power and

recognize, through aligning, you can in any moment you desire

“Oooh, I wish I had that… when is it going tomanifest… Oh, wait

this desire is really saying right now I would like to feel this.”
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Give it to yourself. Possess and have it now. And it shall be.

Anyone else?

Participant: I got a bit of… I got more feeling and I got tension in

my throat and a little bit of itching in my ears. I’m not 100% sure

of what it meant, but I get a little bit about speaking out, speaking

truth.

So, there’s anoldphrase“the itchingears” that’s oftenused in

religious context, and usually, itching ears want to be scratched.

So what does that bring up for you? What desire might that be

indicating for you?

What have you been desiring to hear, yearning to hear?

Anything come to mind?

Participant: Acceptance.

And as you feel into what acceptance feels like, how would

you describe what you are seeking, what you’re desiring and

yearning for?

Participant: Self-acceptance. More internal. Self-worth. Self-

validation.

Yes. It’s something everyone here…. yes, something everyone

here at the soul level desires. You are very in tune with that.

And it’s something you all have the power to give. So, for you,

you already know how to access that vibration. It’s just more

of you practicing. The more you allow. The more you remove
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the things that tell you the opposite and allow those blocks to be

removed. Tofindways to let themgo and release them, themore

that natural self-love flows, that self-love and self-acceptance

flows, because it’s the natural state.

Got time for one more. Question? Skepticism? Confusion?

Participant: Gratitude.

Gratitude, yes. Something seeking to express that you want

to give a voice to. This is your opportunity.

Participant: I have a question. So, am I viewing correctly…

unnecessary suffering is you are not willing to let go of?

It is suffering that you are continuing to choose. Correct. And

you are not ready to let go of.

Participant: So how do you know when it’s necessary and unnec-

essary suffering?

Whenyou’re still choosing it. When it’s showingup inyour life

in themoment, that’swhenyouknow it’s still necessarybecause

you are choosing it. It is a teacher. It is your own creation. When

you awaken to “this pain of suffering I am creating I no longer

want to feel and I amwilling to findwhatwill allowme to release

it,” you actually take action. You’re no longer comfortable with

that pain so you take action. You seek and find. You ask and you

receive the answer. You do whatever it is you need to do tomove

beyond it. Often, though, we are unconscious of the suffering

until it is amplified enough to allow us to recognize we’re no
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longer willing to go through it. We don’t let go… finish your

question, please.

Participant: No, I think you answered it. So it’s… if it keeps on

coming back up, pretty much.

It becomes a cycle. So, whenwehave, for example, a traumatic

experience.. let’s say when we first came into this physical

form and we began to string together meaning and thoughts

and we suddenly deduced or concluded that something was

wrong, it doesn’t matter what it is … at a young age we have that

conclusion - something can’t be trusted, something is harmful,

or whatever it is. Something that says all is not well and we are

at risk. That meaning may become subconscious 20, 30 years

down the road, but it’s still stuck in thefieldand theemotion, the

sensation that is created based on the vibration that resonates

with that meaning, is just sitting there in our field, just kind

of doing its thing, maybe subconscious, yet every point like

that, we are bringing things that assist in amplifying. The way

life truly works is always for you, so when something happens

to amplify this and that emotion comes up and that meaning

gets triggered, it’s just helping you see what you’re choosing

subconsciously - the response is for you, to help you see what

you’re choosing, so it manifests circumstantially to help you

see what you’re choosing. And you resonate in the other way

that most people don’t want to resonate, you begin to vibrate,

it amplifies based on the meaning because of the circumstance,

you think, but it’s truly based on the meaning, and once it gets

loud enough, or amplified enough, you seek a solution. For

some, it’s ending their lives. Some seek spiritual paths. Some

seek drugs. Some seek some sort of escape. Some seek to solve
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the issue. For your desire in that moment has reached a critical

point where you can use your will to intend, at the vibration

level, this be resolved. And what we have been teaching is the

simplicity of allowing your genius to solve it. Allowing that

which put you here, that which has organized the very essence

of life, allowing that power, great power, to solve it for you. So,

aligning, centering, spiritual practices that help you commune

with that which is true, that which is real, that which has the

effect and is the cause. That is how you end and let go of the

suffering, move beyond the suffering. You receive even greater

good.

Does that help?

Participant: Yes. Thank you.

Did something have something else?

All right. So we give thanks once again for the appointed souls.

We give thanks once again for demonstrations of surrender,

love, allowing, opening up and receiving, of recognition and

realization of the truth of who we are. We are not separate,

whether appearing in bodies or in the spiritual essence. It’s

all one. And yes, we assist… and assist each other to raising to

greater and greater good. So we give thanks for you showing up

tonight to participate in co-creating our realization in unfolding

more higher good. And so it is.
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W
hat will follow from here are separate private

sessions that will give you further insight into

the levels of creation and your role in navigating

intention, desire and conscious creation through alignment.

Session One

(This session is directed to the participant receiving a private session

and was published with permission as it also contains reminders for

you.)

So, right now, we collectively, as consciousness, are aligned

and speaking sodon’t feel as if this is John telling you something.

Think of this as the collective consciousness speaking through

John. What we want to share with you is really simple in that

the path you are currently on in seeing a time to leave your job

is correct. You already know this. All the signs are showing you

this but also, there are some things you need to pinpoint as far

as clarity in what you want to create intentionally. Meaning, the

next steps of what you want to create, you have power to choose

based on intention, based on that clarity of what you want the

things to feel like. The different aspects of what you want to

create. As specific as you can get, but not just the specifics in
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detail - the vibration of the specifics in detail, if that makes

sense to you.

For example, if there are certain qualities of howmuch time

you would like to be spending in your next role and what kind of

revenue you would like to be creating. Those are very specific

things yet it’s the vibration of those things that are important.

Not necessarily the exact amount of time. Not necessarily

the exact amount of money, but the freedom or the vibration

the empowerment that brings you and the rest of that will

follow. Creating that now using whatever method works for

you - probably writing it out and coming up with that master

list of the things you would value, things that are going to be

important for you to create in the next role. As soon as you

do that, you’ve created the vibration and everything will start

lining up to that list. That’s the first and probably the most

important step to complete that process. As far as expanding

on what you’ve already identified. As far as the next steps with

your role, doing anything beyond authorship, doing anything

beyond your creative endeavors, your intuitive endeavors, what

you are doing now is already in line with what you came to do

and that clarity process will help you identify the new role or

the next step in what you want to create.

So, keep inminda lot of this is your owncreation at thehighest

level. You’re just getting in touch with the desire so you’re clear

and can recognize it as it comes. Does that make sense?

Participant: It does make sense. Total and complete sense. I’ve

actually written out very detailed lists of what I think my life should

look like, how I want it to look like. How I want to spend my time.
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Where I want to be engaging. So, I guess, how do I create a vibration

around that or do I need to get more detail in that list.

So, expanding on the role as far as what you would like to be

doing serving others specifically would be a great way to hone

in on just the way you will create value and bring value back in,

but also, from the service side all the way to being clear on what

it would be like when you are doing specific things - each item

has a vibration that underlies it because it is not the external

that matters but the internal - so each item you’ve identified,

if you think about it from feeling, you feel that vibration that

feeling associated with it. You’ve identified and projected that

vibration even though you may not be able to articulate it but

that feeling, you’ve already identified, but you’ve assigned it to

something external.

Once you’ve possessed it in your mind and given your - kind

of think of it as a hack - you’ve given yourself that specific thing,

then you are able to, in your mind, in the present, you’re able to

feel the vibration of what that would feel like, and that’s what

you are really looking to create.

The vibration, that’s the only thing that matters that you

know. But in the physical plane, since we’re operating in it, it’s

often veryhelpful to imagine that physical situationmanifesting

so you can feel that vibration on the internal.

Participant: That makes sense. And I’ve got a block around that

somehow. I’m not sure exactly what it is. Part of it is a block there

around … it’s almost like I’m tired. Like I’ve done this work so long,

for so many lifetimes, like I’m exhausted. There’s a big part of me
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that doesn’t want to be on the planet.

So the interesting part of that is your own leanings toward the

flow being a lot easier and a lot more natural, without having to

do a lot of hardwork around itwould be the reason for that. What

is important to note though is that this is simplymastering how

you choose. This is simply mastering how you intend. Simply

mastering how you create at the first level of creation. The first

level of creation is vibration/frequency. So you are hacking,

you’re starting at the end the physical, but you’re doing that in

your mind so you can get to the first point of creation and get

into the vibration of it and trick yourself vs waiting and thinking

that all these things have to line up to have that vibration.

So, if you’re practicing choosing what vibration and feeling

you want to create and you’re mastering that, yes it seems

like hard work when you’re projecting to the external and the

physical form, but once you begin practicing the first level of

creation vibration and frequency, and you begin to get better

and better at that, you begin to get better and better at fulfilling

yourself moment to moment and giving yourself what you truly

want to create moment to moment and the rest will follow. It

cannot resist following. It must follow. But if you don’t want to

practice at that level, that’s OK. Just know creation is a lot harder

the other way and that will actually bring you less fulfillment

andmore suffering - to try to create the typical way of creation

because it never seems to get where you want it. So fulfillment

really comes from the first level of creation then everything else

follows suit.

The challenge is getting to the point where you are recogniz-
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ing and aware of everything that’s happening in the physical

form but consciously remembering you have choice, you have

power to create nomatter what the circumstance. Because you

cannot necessarily from this level control everything you’re

experiencing at this level because you are greater than this level.

Truly, the collective consciousness is intending. So there are

all sorts of intentions simultaneously that are co-creating this

physical form, so you at this level are not controlling everything,

but you are controlling the experience and vibration you decide

to choose at the first level of creation.

So, no matter what the circumstance, if you are choosing this

vibration, then you are creating your experience and everything

else has to respond in kind to support that. So, back to the

practical application of what you’re intending.

If you start with the intentions of that list you have. Have it

focus on career or your role, how you intend to serve, etc., fill

it out a little more to be as specific as you can yet note that you

don’t have to go beyond what you don’t know or what you’re

not clear on, and then take each one of those and try to get to

the vibration or the feeling associated with it. If I had this, what

would that feel like? What am I really after? That’s your true

intention. So that vibration then becomes the real focus of what

you’re wanting to create.

Participant: That makes sense. Because if I’m putting too much

security issue into it,… like, I’ll just say part of the reason that I

want the most things that I want in terms of author speaker running

workshops, all that stuff… part of that is because I want financial

security that’s a mixed up vibration. It’s projecting the fear.
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Not only is it projecting the fear. It’s projecting the solution.

Making the solution external vs internal. So, imagining yourself

having all of those things… like right now, let’s imagine you’re

doing all these workshops, you’re doing all the things you

just listed, right? And you’re seeing yourself doing it, people

applauding.

Participant: Right AHAmoments… or people awakening.

And so, as you imagine yourself in that environment, what

feeling arises for you. What does it feel like? What does that…

imagining having that?

Participant: Love.

Love.

Andmore specifically, because love is very limitless and broad,

as you’re seeing it, what other feelings or emotions or vibrations

seem to come up?

Participant: There’s also… and I know if this is going to happen

but there’s a pride piece that says, it’s like a mother watching her

children be birthed and nest off and fly, right? There’s a sense of

pride in having helped them on their journey.

Howwould you describe the feeling of that pride? Like light,

tingly? What would it feel like to you?

Participant: It would be heart centered emotion, so…

OK, and specifically, like cold emotion, warm or what?
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Participant: Warm and just very glowing.

And is it warm like heat-wise?

Participant: Not super temperature heat but just like tears in the

eyes full of compassion, full of pride for what they’ve accomplished,

full of joy for them.

Do you feel anything in your body-wise besides the heart

warmth? Are there any other feelings in your body when you

imagine that situation?

Participant: Just hugging them. So there’s a lot of hug energy.

That sounds kind of funny.

And would you say that is a high-frequency energy, low

frequency; does it tickle, is it sweet? The only reason I’m trying

to get you to describe the frequency of it is because we use these

labels that sometimesmake itharder to remember the frequency.

So when you practice this frequency, if you can describe it in

certain ways, like “oh, it’s light, tingly kind of expansive and

spacious”

Participant: Definitely expansive. It feels like it’s just this over-

whelming emotion. It’s wave of emotion with tears, which for me

are joy.

And what kind of waves of emotion when you say emotion

what kind of emotion? Howwould you describe it?

Participant: It feels like clouds. It feels like big cartoon clouds but
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not so dense. So it’s just kind of all encompassing.

So, the reason you go through all those details and identify

that frequency is so you can easily recreate it vs just saying a

feeling of love. It’s like, more specifically, it feels like this… the

waves and the different things. You want to be able to recreate it

and as you practice it, imagining yourself in that circumstance

eventually, you’ll be able to practice that feeling because your

awareness helps you see exactly what it feels like “oh, you know

what? That’s emanating frommy heart or oh it’s in the back of

my head… oh this is where it’s… oh and it tickles upmy spine…

And then you can start recreating that, moment to moment,

whenever you choose, without even needing to recreate the

circumstance. Does that make sense?

Participant: It does make sense.

So, it’s mastering your vibration, what you think the external

will provide, you can provide now, but by providing it now, you

create that first level. And then as you give yourself to that,

that’s really what you’re seeking.

If you think of it in the terms of the great masters who teach

theMaya and the illusion, the form. The form is just the illusion

of form but it’s actually just energy responding to the energy,

vibrational energy, it’s all vibrational energy. So if you think

of it that way, then what you’re doing is just using your power.

Because your power is over the vibrational energy you create and

you’re just choosing how to navigate that vibrational energy and

the frequencies, the thoughts the emotions, it all stems from

that vibrational state you create. Once you create that, it’s not
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just about “oh, if I can feel it and taste it and touch it right now”

That’s all part of it, but it’s truly about knowing that that’s kind

of the means and the end. That’s really the goal - is beginning

to master the vibration you want frommoment to moment so

it’s no longer dependent on the external. And so, if you realize

“I want this,”well, lack says you don’t have this. But reality says

you do. You have everything.

Participant: Wow.

How is it possible that I have everything? Because you have

the first level of cause - of creation. The only thing that is

truly real… and everything else follows. The kingdom of God,

of spaciousness. Right? Seek that first, and all things shall

follow. So, that’s how that little list will help you clarify your

intentions, really. Because all those little things you want to

create externally, there is an intent behind it. And so you’re

just clarifying the vibration and feeling you want to feel. That

intention you’re really after. And then you begin giving yourself

now, and all these things will follow. So, the career path,

how you’ll show up in serving others, how you’ll show up in

generating your finances, all of that will come from the desires

you can clarify that youalreadyknowand the restwill bemapped

out because as things show up, those desires will tweak.

So you already have enough and know enough to be clear

enough on what your intentions are if you’re willing to clarify

the intention. Not just what the external looks like but the

intention and vibration behind it.

Participant: That makes sense.
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OK. Any other questions around that?

Participant: I had one. I just lost it. So, the vibration and the

intensity of that or the vibration…. So many of our metaphysical

friends strugglewith that concept, obviously, right? Of that vibration

and the creation process. So, how do I keep fear out of it? Financial

security is a big deal for me coming from a (banking?) family? So

how do I keep my fear out of the creation process?

So, due to conditioning and due to that projection process,

fear naturally comes up because of what’s already been created

at the first level of creation. Like the thoughts that say “I must

have this in order to have stability.” The thoughts that say “if

the external does not meet this, this and this, then I can’t have

this… or then I can’t be security or there is no security or there

is lack.

Participant: There’s an external formula if you will or algorithm

Right. There’s already something spinning that’s been condi-

tioned and we’ve all - in society, in humanity - have over time,

and culture to culture, run these programs and passed them on

and brought them back through, etc. etc., Well, releasing those

is a practice in and of itself. The undoing is two-fold.

One, it’s through your own clarity and shifting focus, you

begin to create these frequencies and these vibrations through

your clear intention - that practice alone begins to root out

things that don’t match it and bring them to the surface.

Now, that doesn’t mean fear disappears, that means fear
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may intensify for a moment, right? But then it’s the second

solution of allowing that fear to subside so it can be voiced. Not

necessarily the meaning you’ve assigned to it but the emotion

that’s trapped. Allowing that to come up, going through it and

then surrendering to higher correction, because that vibration

you’re inviting it in from whatever source you prefer, from

guides, from holy spirit, from source, what have you, inviting

that correction as you’re going through that emotion is an

important step, because as these emotions, these things that

you need to release come up, it’s that will, your own choice to

keep aligned or centered and receive from that highest place,

those higher vibrations. As these lower frequencies are coming

up and the meaning behind them comes with it, that’s often

what’s creating it, well if you can keep your will or decision

to receive from that highest level and even invite it, what that

does is allow… instead of you getting entangled in the meaning

and the emotion that’s arising, you’ll still have the emotion,

but you’ll have enough awareness and enough space thanks to

that higher correction to actually see the meaning and push the

meaning… and let go of the meaning, push themeaning aside

vs being tangled and attached to it. You’ll be able to see “oh,

I can release this” and you may even receive some correction

to assist in that. And then this fear… that fear will naturally…

I mean, you’ll feel it, you won’t necessarily instantly release

fear and not feel it anymore, but you won’t interpret it the

same. You’ll just feel this emotion or this frequency that’s lower,

and youmay even feel bliss during it. Because you’ve let go of

the meaning you were assigning and the judgment to it, that

emotion will release and youmay feel bliss during it and it will

do exactly what it needs, and then the frequency that you’ve

chosen, that intent, intentional frequency, whatever you want
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to call it, like you were saying, they clouds or waves of clouds

of compassion, hug energy - all of those things you’ll feel and

you’ll be able to embrace this even as the other energies are

integrating. Because it’s not that this low frequency we’ve been

judging and calling fear, it’s not that you shouldn’t have that, it

just needs to be integrated. It’s not that it needs to be resisted,

that’s not the point - it needs to be integrated. The meaning

needs to be thrown away, the judgment needs to be thrown

away. This needs to be integrated so this frequency here you’ve

chosen and this lower can act in harmony. It’s like writing a

song, you need different frequencies but you can’t just axe out

all the frequencies you don’t like.

So that process… the word we’ve shared and spoken through

John using is typically alignment. However, for you, a better

word might be receiving and opening and surrendering to

receive. So you can receive the guidance, the correction, the

energy that’s needed in that moment when you’re dealing with

the fear.

Participant: That totally makes sense. Receiving is a big issue for

me. I struggle to receive and the surrendering to receive. That’s the

independent streak.

Right. Excellent.

Participant: So, I remembered my question. I wrote it down so

I wouldn’t forget. So, when we’re talking about having a practice

around this, what would that look like? Would that be feeling this

vibration every day at a certain time… what does it mean when you

talk about having a practice around this vibration?
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So, in anymoment, you are truly having some sort of desire

fulfilled or desire birthing. And at times, a desire fulfilled leads

to a new desire birthing. At any given moment, life in itself

is expressing that way as you and through you. When these

desires… and we use the word desire loosely, not in the negative

connotation that as others see it; think of it as more of a natural

progression of life. So, in any given moment, these desires

that birth in you can be fulfilled through your own choosing.

Through your awareness. Deciding what vibration to create.

Yet, what typically happens is people think there’s something

I need. That’s what creates the cycle of lack. Suddenly, I am in

lack because I think there is something I need vs being fulfilled

because I’m givingmyself whatever vibration I want now and

then being inspired to go and domore and create more. There is

a difference in how it feels when you’re doing something out of

inspired action vs feeling need and lack, right?

Participant: Right.

One involves more fear and resistance, the other involves

alignment, fulfillment or receiving, surrendering in themoment

and acting out of that.

So the practice really, ultimately looks like frommoment to

moment being in that state of receptivity each moment and

choosing based on whatever the intent is in that moment. This

is long term now… we’ll talk about short term. Long term, it

just becomes in the moment, being open, receptive, allowing

that guidance to flow through and direct through inspiration.

“Oh, you know what, huh… I’ll go over here” and you’re feeling

fulfilled and great. “Oh, you know what, maybe I need to talk
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to that person” and you go over there and boom… something

magical happens and there’s an exchange of love and energy

in whatever form and way it comes and then you go to the next

and you’re still creating all these situationsmoment tomoment,

in any moment, vibrationally. So it’s all about the vibration

and frequency you’re creating. The reality, though is, in your

conscious mind youmay be focused on one thing as a practice

in that moment, like peace, and trying to remember what that

frequency feels like and give it to yourself, but in reality there’s

a lot more vibrations going on and frequencies going on within

your energy body, within your emotional body, within your

bodies, let’s just say. Physical, emotional, spiritual, energetic,

all of these, right?

So, what happens is, based on whatever you’re already sub-

consciously - in other words, not in your conscious awareness

- vibrating at, whatever those frequencies are, life is already

responding to some of those. So the subconscious idea of not

enough, not worthy, not this, not that, that frequency is already

running, right, based onmeaning. Now, remember, there are

two parts of it - the meaning you are creating and the vibration.

The vibration is not the enemy. The vibration you want to allow

to express and then release the meaning and integrate that

vibration. Because as you know, fear and excitement have a

similar vibration, so it’s really themeaning that’s the issuewhen

it comes to fear. So it’s the same with unworthiness, it’s the

same with anything. There is never any problem with vibration,

there is only miscreation of meaning that gets in the way and

limits what you’re able to do, what you’re able to be. And any

limitation is a block.
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So, removing those blocks is the practice. How you remove

those blocks is up to you. But choosing the… having the clarity

in any moment to choose the frequency you would like to

experience and giving it to yourself essentially is the practice.

As far as times go, it’s whenever you feel like it. Whenever you

would most enjoy doing it however frequent that works for you.

We often express youwant to eventually be able to do it moment

to moment, but again, that’s relative to where you are now.

Participant: Cool. So the short term part of that? Because that

would be the long term.

So the short term of that for you is taking that list first,

expanding it as clear as you can based on service or your role

as far as a career path goes, as far as bringing in finance goes -

what you want that to look like very specifically. Not the whole

enchilada. Once you’ve clarified just that part - the financial

part, the details of what you’d like that to look like, make sure

you’re clarifying the intention. And if there’s like 3 intentions

or 5 intentions, so be it. But make sure you’re feeling into the

vibration of each of those. What they look like.

The first time you do that and you clarify that, make sure

you’re not just labeling them something general. Really feel

into it. Come up with new ways to describe it in your mind so

you can remember exactly what it feels like and bring it back..

And write it down. Write these descriptive words down, but

make sure not to label it like “love” or very general… and in

fact, the more you can get away from emotion, the better: like

“sweet, tickling, high, low, expansive, lite, puffy, clouds” like
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you used, things like that, different descriptive words that when

you read it next time (snap) “Oh yeah, I remember that feeling”

right, you’re programming it to where you can easily remember

it, then in the short term, just set aside times you can practice

that vibration. Now, if you need to, starting off, you can use the

situation again, but this is to get you beyond having to come

up with all the situations. You’re getting to the point. You’re

short cutting the process so it’s not harder. You want to use the

visualization and all the work to get to the vibration which is

the point of creation. Once you got to the vibration, if you can

remember that and bring it back up, you don’t need to do all this

other work. You’ve gotten to the solution, so then just set aside

time to feel that vibration. If you need to use a situation to do it

again, so be it. If you don’t, great. But that’s your fastest route

to what you’re really after and that will lessen the hard work.

Participant: Cool. I like that. Lessen the hard work is good.

Likewise. I like that, too.

Participant: Awesome. Cool. That makes sense. And that totally

jiveswith a lot ofwhat I’ve been reading but not quite understanding

- how to act on it in action.. And that’s good. Cool. Anything else I

need to know.

Let’s see. One of the things that you already know that you

would enjoy is serving in an intuitive capacity and gifting people

with your own gifts. It is an expression of love and love in action

and in fact, no greater way can you serve than you trust that

which you truly are. And it allows others to experience truth as

you, showing them and revealing to them who you really are.
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Who you really came to be. So you will find fulfillment through

that path, something you already know, but you may not be

looking at for financial avenue, and that’s ok. It’s your choice.

You can choose to pursue that as a business or you can choose

to pursue it as something you do to serve. Either way, there is

no negative answer. Just get clear.

Apparently, there was some sort of clarity that needed to be

addressed there.

Participant: Yes. Definitely.

That’s it. Any other questions?

Participant: Any on relationship? That’s the only other…

Let’s see. So, your first priority with relationships is very

similar. If you take that same sliver and get… by sliver, wemean

that specific category of life… and get specific on the intention at

the vibrational level, youwill actually shortcut the process. That,

again is how you give yourself what you’re really after and then

everything else cannot resist. It has to follow suit what you’re

choosing. But if you’re unconsciously doing it in the opposite

order - going to the external and thinking that that is the source

of the vibration you’re after, then you’ll be kind of at the whim

of circumstance because that’s not where your first creation

occurs.

Participant: Right. Which will be my last couple of relationships

(laughter)
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Yes. And themost fulfilling thing you can do is remember that

the external can only amplify. In other words, all meaning is

internal. It’s what you’re creating and the vibrations that follow

suit. It’s the only place it comes from. Nothing external means

anything, to one degree - at the highest level. Yet, at this level,

it means exactly what we project it to mean, it means exactly

what we decide it means. So, for you to stay at the first level and

give yourself whatever vibration you’re seeking, you’re taking

themeaning back. As the cause. And realizing, ok, “if this desire

comes, what I will make it mean is ‘I can give myself exactly

what I want because I lack nothing. And I will clarify the intent

of this desire and give it to myself at the first level of creation.

Because I lack nothing. I have been given everything. There is no

lack. So, if I want a relationship that looks like this, what would

that feel like? Ok. I shall give it tomyself now. Andnow is all that

matters. So, if I feel like I don’t have it again, give it to myself

now. Then, the circumstances can’t but follow. But remember

your other question: what doesn’tmatch it will reveal itself very

clearly once you’re choosing this - whatever frequencies you’re

holding on to andmeaning you’re holding on to subconsciously,

and that process in and of itself will assist you in letting go of

what’s blocking you in feeling this consistently, and then the

external can come and amplify what you’re choosing and stop

amplifying what you’re choosing over here.

Participant: Cool. I wonder if that manifestation piece… thinking

back to the baby purple dinosaur (from a previous exercise) I wonder

if that manifestation, cause you’re talking about an ancient skill…

I wonder if that’s… cause I am at the beginning of that, very, very

early stages, obviously, of this stuff.
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So your journey into frequency level creation is the most

ancient form of creation. Because that is what all life comes

from: vibration and creation - frequency.

Participant: So that would be the block - the block was - if the

baby dinosaur is new beginnings of ancient skills in the healing

sense because that was the purple…

So, what was the block you perceived if you were to put that

in the realm of frequency, vibration, etc.?

Participant: So, the way I was reading that - I don’t know if this is

‘gonna answer your question but I’ll talk it out loud - the way that I

was reading it is that I am blocking that baby dinosaur.

And what do you think that block is?

Participant: Fear. There’s def. A fear in working with sort of

really… and I don’t know why I’m afraid of it any more than just

change. And so there’s probably some self-worth in there that says

who am I to be able to manifest instantly. You know?

Now, one thing to consider: instant manifestation just means

instant showing of what you are creating. Does that make sense?

Participant: hmmm not quite with you.

So, manifestation is not the same as creation, per se. Mani-

festation is after the first level of creation.

Participant: Oh
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Manifestation comes after the first level of creation. Makes it

visible. Makes it seen.

Participant: Right, it’s the symptom vs the root cause.

Correct.

Participant: That makes sense.

So when you look at that fear or that block to creating at the

first level of frequency or vibration, what do you think that block

is?

Participant: Creating at the first level.

Meaning internal creation andmastery over vibration. Inter-

nal state is another word youmay be familiar with.

Participant: Well, there’s a part of me that I think knows that in

order to be a clear enough channel to hold that vibration - a vessel

- I have to change some of the stuff I do. I have to have a different

health practice, I have to have a different or a stronger ability to hold

energy as an example. So, I think part of me believes that I have to

change all the things I like about my physical life in order to be able

to hold that vibration.

And why do you think that’s necessary?

Participant: to change those things?

Yes.
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Participant: Because I’m not living at a vibration that’s very high

day in and day out. Because I don’t eat well, I drink toomuch, I don’t

do yoga as much as I should, I don’t meditate… I’m “should-ing”

all over myself. Sorry. (laughter) But I … there are many judgments

that I have about myself because my experience, for example, of

channeling is that I actually have to clean out before I do channeling

in order to get clarity.

Clean out what?

Participant: Toxins, physical stuff, usually. Go off alcohol for a

while. I do green smoothies to really change.. I have to raise my

vibration. Grass.. Wheat grass.

Some of the highest vibrating people - shamans, others who

walk in multiple realms - ingest things that you would probably

want to run away from. But it’s not because of their disregard,

it’s because of their belief in first level of creation.

Participant: Mmm so I don’t have to change…well, there are other

ways that I would want to change those things, but in order to do

first level of creation, there’s nothing that is physically hindering

me from doing that right now.

Correct. Because that would mean you would lack something.

Participant: Oh man. That’s super deep. Wow. Yeah. That makes

sense. Damn. That’s cool. Glad we’re recording this twice. And now

I can go type it out. Get to typing.

Right. Yes.
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Participant: Yeah. That totally, totally makes sense. That just

completely shifted my thinking on it. Totally. W-oh. I can feel the

energy go up.

Me, too.

Participant: Awesome. Wow. Yeah. Creating its own little fear.

Any other questions?

Participant: No. I think we’re good. Glad I asked that last question.

Me, too.
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Session Two

(This session is directed to the participant receiving a private session

and was published with permission as it also contains reminders for

you.)

OK. So, what would you like to know?

Participant: I’m primarily curious about three topics. One is my

daughter who is very independent and willful. And she came into

the world in an emergency C-section after 21 hours of labor and I

feel like there’s something about her birth that is related to what

she and I are going through right now… and I’d like to understand

how to be the best guardian I can be for her.

I’d also like to understand my own physical health related to

dozens of food sensitivities, leaky gut, a body that has a compli-

cated relationship with food and where the origin of that from a

metaphysical standpoint.. And what the steps {are} I need to take to

heal physically. And how those two things relate to any of the blocks

or the baggage that I’m carrying from either my own lifetime or

another lifetime so I can just give up my own way and let beautiful

things start happening.
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OK. So, we’ll start with the first question you asked about

your daughter and your relationship. One of the beautiful things

about relationships: the crux of them are truly learning to love

yourself. They always reflect some aspect of your consciousness,

whether that which you’re conscious of or that which you’re

unconscious of.

And typically, most of us are unconscious of the fact that what

wewitness is our consciousness at all times. Now, youmay think

“Well, I’m not subconsciously or consciously thinking what

she’s thinking, but you must remember that her consciousness

is your consciousness.. And the oneness that is spoken of is not

an analogy… not an analogy. It is actuality. It is reality. That

oneness means her consciousness is your consciousness and

they are not separate. You are of one mind just as John and you

are of one mind. Just as this collective consciousness and all

consciousness is of onemind. So, when it comes to relationship,

she maymirror things; youmay have challenges that show up,

but recognize any action she chooses is your action first and

foremost. Any action anyone chooses is actually, in reality, your

action. Because there is one consciousness choosing. Granted it

seems separate, but that’s the illusion.

So, when it comes to what you need to do in this relationship,

first and foremost, the true secret to having any relationship

be what it needs to be is you being an example of love. You

being an example of love with what you relate to as yourself

here internally and you being an example of love externally.

How do you do that practically with your daughter? Well, part of

it is understanding where she’s coming from, even when it may

notmake sense to you, but giving her the ear to listen and giving
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her the opportunity to voice any struggles, any challenges. As

time goes by and as she matures and gets older, always being

there to listen. Not necessarily reacting, but staying aligned

and centered in anymoment so you can be there for her. Your

very being present, being centered, being aligned - that act

alone always gives you exactly what you need in any moment

to be there for her. So, as you are present/aligned/centered -

they’re all synonymous - you are able to clearly see and sense

intuitively, even, what you need to be for her. And that is how

you show an example of love. But it’s the same with what

you perceive as yourself. You must let go of the ways you are

resisting, judging and holding on to shame, holding on to guilt

and the like. Releasing those will also allow you to properly love

yourself as both you and her.

If you’ve ever noticed when you are self-consciously judging

yourself, typically you are a lot more irritable with others. It’s

the natural way because you’re really irritated with yourself and

it just extends and projects to all of yourself. So, typically, it’s a

lot easier to lose patience, to not be kind, to not be loving when

you are not loving yourself as you perceive internally.

Alignment - being present, being centered - is about being in

this moment now. It is about letting go of the past that defined

the illusion of who you are. It’s about releasing thoughts of the

future that don’t really exist. Only in your thought patterns and

mind are they even there. Thus, all that is left is reality. Now.

Here. And when you’re present to it - when you’re relaxing,

letting go of judgment, accepting - that love naturally flows.

That alignment allows you to expand your awareness and see

what subconscious patterns are preventing you from feeling in
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this moment completely connected, whole and fulfilled. For

that is your birthright.

So, love simply starts with you relating to whatever arises

within you and loving it so you can extend it to your relationship

with your daughter and any other relationship.

Any situation, any circumstance is always something we

separate, but in reality, is still part of thewhole and the same. So,

the solutions always come down to the same thing: acceptance,

love, alignment so that love can flow in whatever way it needs

to flow. Whether it’s lending an ear, whether it’s forgiving,

whether it’s accepting, embracing or whether it’s giving space.

That wisdom comes through alignment. Through your spiritual

practice that brings you to alignment.

Now did you have any other questions about the relationship

part and then we’ll move on to your health question?

Participant: I think I’m good with that. Thank you.

OK. So, when it comes to health, interestingly enough, if

you think back to the statement that we made a moment ago,

we separate and isolate circumstances and try to look at them

differently, when in essence, they’re still part of the whole

and the same problem underlies them all. So even though it

might seem like a simple diagnosis and too simple to believe,

when you start to think about what we talked about before:

levels of creation… the level 1 being vibration - that’s where

everything stems from. Thus, the first level of creation, all form

has emanated from. The first level of creation, all thought has

come from. The first level of creation, all belief has come from.
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The first level of creation, all health has come from. Thus, this

first level of creation - vibration. Second level, feeling - howwe

sense and interact with that vibration… whether we resist and

create some sort of feeling that is tough orwhetherwe allow and

create some sort of feeling that is blissful. Third level -meaning.

Whether we judge and interpret that feeling coming from the

vibration as something we don’t want and thus resisting again,

or even somethingwewant but don’twant it to go away, sowe’re

attached to it, thus resisting change. Those are the problematic

ways of levels of creation - the miscreations that we create, the

appearance of problem. We create the appearance that life is

not well, all is not well. And thus, we create this resistance

and suffering andmeaning that manifests in poor health. That

manifest in poor finances, lack. They generally reflect whatever

we’re vibrating at in here and then addingmeaning to, feeling

andmeaning to. It just reflects and shows that. So, if you really

think about the root cause of poor health, you just go back -

manifestation, level 4, is really showing it, it’s showing the

results of the other levels. The meaning we’ve chosen. The

feelingswe’ve chosenand thevibrationswe’ve chosen. So,when

it comes to actual healing, the simplest form of healing is not

only getting to the root cause… at vibration - which is tough

for most of us because we have so much meaning trapped in

condition thinking that’s all over the place. Right? We’ve got

all these assumptions and beliefs that we hold tightly to. Many

of them, wemake it so because of our belief. We’ve been given

that power - to create andmanifest based on our belief. So, if I

believe this stuff is bad for me, OK. “As a man thinketh, so shall

it be.” If I believe food can harmme, OK. Stress starts to show

inmy body. If I believe, it begins to manifest.
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It’s the meaning I have chosen.

Knowing what to give up meaning wise and what to give up

vibration wise is where you want to get, because the meaning,

once you release that, the feelings can flow. The meaning is

the block, often. So, that meaning you’ve assigned that {says}

“Oh, I’m allergic to dairy, I’ve always been allergic to dairy…

yadda yadda yadda.” That is a belief that’s held on to and you’ve

got all the evidence to justify and prove it or whatever it would

be. Right? For example. Thus, as soon as you are able to

release this belief and release the pattern ofmeaning and energy,

feeling that has been related to it - you release themeaning, it’s

like letting the lid off so the emotion, the feeling, whatever,

can escape… and then the vibration can be integrated and the

allergy no longer exists. Now, there are ways to do that through

introducing other things into the body, but the point being is

your health, if you go to the root cause, will be cured through

focus on changing your vibration and beliefs.

Nothing external can actually harm you because you are

actually, in truth, not a body. But that is hard to digest when

you are walking around in this dimension feeling as if you are a

body. Right? But all of science, physics, all of quantum physics,

all of these new discoveries that are showing physicality is an

illusion are echoing what has been said from ancient wisdom

for some time. So, it’s beginning to be accepted that this form

is an illusion, yet it’s the essence at the first level of creation,

the essence that is changeless. The essence that cannot be

harmed. But our will and choice at the level of creation, first

level, can actually supersede the constructs that we’ve created

with physical form, and the false beliefs, or the beliefs - we’ll
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call them- that wemake real… themisbeliefs of death and harm.

That’s a path that many of us are walking and learning and

practicing and that’s why we seemiracles happen for those who

have practiced and start to undo these beliefs and no longer

give their power to food, or give their power to medicine, or

give their power alone to these things. Because external things

can amplify whatever you’re choosing. Remember that. The

external amplifies what you choose internally. Thus, if I’m

vibrating here and have themeaning of “this can harmme,” the

external amplifies “this can harmme.” If I’m vibrating at this

level and assign a meaning that “I am not a body. I am essence

and form is the illusion. And I cannot be harmed,” the external

amplifies “I cannot be harmed.” Even in the appearance of harm.

We see and realize, not only recognize, but realize there is no

harm. That’s part of the journey. It’s the realization of truth.

Not just the recognition, and definitely below that, not just

the understanding. It’s moving to recognition and realization

of truth, realization of oneness. Realization of your power.

Realization that you are the creative cause as an extension of

Source, the divine.

So, the root solution to health is at the vibration level and

undoing the beliefs that you can be harmed, that you lack

anything. You can choose that route and you can also choose

a route of alternative medicine, western medicine - none of

that is as important as you taking action and recognizing you

are creating the experience of your health. So, it’s truly about

you discovering and choosing what you want to create. If you

want to create miracles in your health, then choose it, intend it

through vibration at the first level of creation and then begin to

undo the things that don’t match. The beliefs that don’t match.
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Conspiracies - all these other things that come from fear are all

about harm. Miracles can’t really happen when there is a belief

in harm. When there is a belief there is something greater than

harm and harm can be let go, miracles arise. Yes.

Participant: Hmm

And what was your last question?

Participant: It was a combination of the blocks. I think I’m having

trouble understanding how to get to be at or work with the vibration

level. When I hear the word vibration, I think of music or when the

gong goes off, I think of sound, and that is probably a limited view

of what the vibration actually is.

So, it’s related. There are subtle vibrations happening in

all of what you are at all times. There are subtle vibrations

happening here in this space {air} and in fact, those same

vibrations continue through and beyond what appears to be

form. There is always vibration around. If you think in terms

of science and you think back to where you may have learned

of protons and electrons, etc., they all oscillate, they all rotate,

they all vibrate. They have these patterns of vibration. Right?

So, even in the air, there is vibration occurring. At themolecular

level, the atomic level, there is vibration occurring. Throughout

all of what is the field of life or of the universe, there’s vibration

happening and it’s interconnected as physics describes.

So, what you’d want to think in terms of is that energy,

that essence that animates the atoms, electrons, protons, that

animates everything - that is the source energy that runs
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throughout everything. (Participant: That helps) And it’s vibrat-

ing and it responds to our will. Your will is your decision or

resolve or choice. You can will your arm tomove and it moves

throughelectric pulses. Those electric pulses in thematerial, the

cells, the atoms, andmolecules, everything within you is fueled

by that source energy. All constructed of that source energy.

That source energymoves through. Now it comes in different

forms, but all of it is connected to source energy. It comes at

different frequencies, let’s just say. So based on the vibrations,

the frequencies - high frequency to low frequency, etc. - that

determines how form, or the appearance of form, is affected.

Fire is a higher frequency than ice. Air is a higher frequency

than a rock - it’s not vibrating at quite the same rate as the air

is. Right? The higher the frequency the more ethereal or more

like essence something becomes. Light has a higher frequency,

the band of light. Sound has a lower frequency {than light} and

so on.

So, your internal states and emotions have a certain frequency.

Guilt and shame have a lower frequency than love and joy, peace

and those sort of feelings, right? Yet, you can actually choose

to allow even low frequencies like guilt, shame and they come

become anger, and as they move up, they can become different

things. They integrate. So, they don’t have to be judged, they

can just be allowed to express. They integrate and they do what

needs to be done. If you are allowing.

If you aren’t allowing, then all those vibrations get stuck and

you repeat a pattern of shame, shame, shame, guilt, guilt, guilt.

You’re stuck, stuck, stuck and you attract things that amplify

that. And everything you see seems to reflect that. If you allow -
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that’s themeaning level 2 - the vibration in and of itself is not all

that bad - or none of it’s bad - is not all that… it is not the source

of suffering, let’s just say. It’s the meaning and resistance that

creates the suffering.

So even if there is the feeling of shame, if you accept and

embrace it, it will do what it needs to do and you can still feel at

peace and bliss. If you resist and judge it, you’re going to suffer.

So, learning to accept the vibration, allows the vibrations

that you do encounter because they are all of results of what

you’ve already chosen - what you’ve already decided, what you

already believe, how you’ve already been conditioned. It is what

it is. This moment is full of that. Accept it all. Allow it all. And

then you can move through allowing any resistant emotions

to escape, to arise and allow those beliefs that cause them to

be let go. And from there, you can navigate and choose what

you want to feel, and it can last. Not forever, but last for as

long as you would like it to last. But remember this: liking it to

last, not at the lowest level of conditioned thinking, but at the

highest level of consciousness, at the level of genius, at the level

of alignment. I want to feel peace right now. Ok, I feel peace.

Ah, inspiration comes. Ah, I’m going to go for that and feel joy.

Ah, another inspiration comes: oh, it’s time to go and celebrate.

Ah, low vibration comes. We won’t label it because most of our

labels have a negative connotation. Ah, it’s time to feel bliss

and go into this low vibration and accept it. Allow it. So, at no

time do our vibrations create suffering, do our desires lead us

to suffering unless we project them externally. But if we stay

at the level of vibration, we don’t suffer. If we go to the level

of feeling and thenmeaning and create all kinds of judgment,
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we suffer. So operating at the level and creating at the level of

vibration, requires alignment, requires being tuned in, centered

and present so that that higher perspective, the genius that is

speaking now, canflow frommoment tomoment. It’s a practice.

It is a practice that should you choose it, leads to a life of bliss.

Leads to a life of peace, of joy and utter fulfillment that your

soul thirsts for.

And it helps you understand that the external is just an

amplification of what you choose internally . In other words, it

really has nomeaning. You create the meaning here.

So, removing your blocks. Back to that question. It’s through

that process of alignment and through that surrendering pro-

cess and allowing and asking for wisdom, asking for correction,

asking for healing, whatever you feel and desire to experience.

When you open up to your higher self through your media-

tion practice, through yoga practice, through being in nature

practice, through whatever practices - breathing, mindfulness

- whatever you can find that helps you moment to moment.

Granted in the morning it may be one thing, but after you finish

that practice, what’s your practice for the next moment… and

next moment, and next moment.

So, identifying and finding what works for you will allow you

to stay aligned, in alignment with source, with the essence of

what you are, from moment to moment. And that gives you

wisdom. That allows you to use all the different modalities

you’re practicing now, sometimes even without thinking about

it. Sometimes you will be for your daughter, the presence, just

through alignment, that she needs, that brings healing and

shifts her perspective. Just through your very presence. Without
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evenhaving to sayanything. Thevibrationdoes thework. You’re

just allowinganddon’t evenhave tobe consciousof it. For you’re

not even conscious of the fact that you are this consciousness

speaking to yourself. How is that for a twist?

Participant: (laughter) it’s just the riddle I need.

Right. So, as you align, as you begin to be lighter on yourself,

more gentle with yourself. Kinder, forgiving of yourself. And

you take it a little less intensely or a little more light-heartedly,

knowing that nomatter what you do, there is no wrong - letting

go of the judgment of it all. Sort of like the “5 year old” gameyou

played today. Lightly trying, practicing, and finding what works

for you with excitement, not judgment. “Ahh, didn’t work out?

That’s ok. Let’s try this. Oh, what about that?” Not losing your

enthusiasm because you’re staying aligned, you’re staying in

the present moment. You’re letting go of anymistakes and past,

and forgiving, just moving on and releasing those blocks that

prevent you from being exuberant, being joyful, being at peace.

Being OK with what is right now. Trusting that all is well and

always is.

Any other questions?

Participant: Is there anything else that I need to know that is not

contrived of my own curiosity? Is there something… (Like amessage

for you now? Yes. Is there anything that the heavens need me to

know?

Know that you are here to not only be a healer but to also give

love in acts of service, ways that you find to bring your own way
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of being to serving. So your path of healing is actually found

through that service, through that serving- those acts of service,

those acts of love. So, finding ways that help you express that is

actually a key part of your soul’s blueprint. It’s part of why you

came and incarnated. That’s it.

Participant: Thank you.

Any other questions about that?

Participant: No. It echoes exactly what I heard from Arlene earlier

(John: Really? How interesting. That would make sense.) Yeah,

my hands got hot. My ears got hot. Thank you.

Thank you.

—- Continued after a short break——

Ok. So, when it comes to defining your role, the slower way

is starting at the external levels or the manifestation level of

creation and trying and choosing different things… there’s

nothingwrongwith that. Depends on how fast youwant to go. If

youwant to go as fast as possible start at the vibration/frequency

level. Theway you do that is going backwards. If you think about

the desires you have, not this opportunity or that opportunity,

think about the desires you have - think about the experience in

whatever role you create and then you work backwards. What

does that feel like? Then you work backwards - what is the

vibration under this. Can I create that vibration at will? Can

I practice that based on the feeling? If you can replicate that

based on the feeling, that vibration, then it will not only allow
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you to find that job, it will bring that job. It will manifest that

job because you start at the first level and it goes up from there.

So, one way you can do that is making that list of what would

the role feel like that you desire most. Not necessarily what

you’ll be doing unless you want to make it doing… and if that

helps you, then make it doing, but you still need to identify

what would it feel like to be doing that. You want to get to the

feeling. The doing is the manifestation, the action level and the

physical… working backwards. So start at whatever level you

can and work back. Feeling “Ok, what is this vibration. Oh, it

kind of tingles right up here.” You know? You start identifying,

becoming aware and then you recreate that, you give that to

yourself because again, that is really what you’re after. If you go

and get that role, doing what you were imagining but you don’t

feel that, youwill be unfulfilled. And in reality, all {role} that can

do is amplify what you’re already choosing. Thus, give yourself

what you are looking for by getting clear on the intent of why

you’re projecting it out here. “What’s my real intention?” Your

intention is that vibration. We often think it’s just a feeling but

no it’s the vibration. Create that vibration and all else follows.

That is seeking the kingdomofGod. That is the spacious domain,

the essence of source. That is the first level of creation.

So start, create your list. Get as clear as you can at whatever

level you can think of desire-wise; whether it’s, “Oh, I want to

be doing this. Ok, why? Because I think I’d feel like this doing it

when I imagine, it feels like this. Alright, what is that frequency,

what is that vibration? Can I practice it and create it and give

it to myself?” Once that list is clarified, make sure to get to the

why? The intent - the vibration. Practice that and the role will
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come.

Does that make sense?

Participant: Mmmhmm.
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Session Three

(This session is directed to the participant receiving a private session

and was published with permission as it also contains reminders for

you.)

Participant: I have a couple of physical issues that I haven’t really

addressed from a physical standpoint and I’m looking for guidance

on where to start on whether there medical - there all medical - if

they are things that can be dealt with from a spiritual standpoint

that would be beneficial or that might take care of it or… yeah, that’s

basically it. I’m continually interested in back pain and sciatica

that’s limiting me and has limited me for a long time and interferes

with my life and I don’t like that and don’t want to continue with

that, but I don’t want to just charge off and go see a doctor who’s

gonna want to do surgery.

And the other thing is that I’m having a lot of eye issues and I’ve

had several surgeries and things aren’t satisfactory yet. They’re

limiting my vision… my vision is limiting me and I can’t afford

to be limited with the grandchildren and things and even driving

is difficult… I have fears… and I’ve got things to do. Yeah.. I’ve

got responsibilities and things I need to be taking care of.. I’m
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concerned about the vision and I don’t know what’s coming. If

there’s something I can do to address that and maybe tell me about

where we’re going with that.

OK. So, you already know that at the root of all health lies

vibration. You already understand that at the root of all form

is the essence, the spiritual essence of life. So, that’s not a

new concept for you. What may be challenging is recognizing

the concept of physicality being false, meaning that which you

identify as physical, that which you identify as your eyes and

your body and your back, etc. - that as being at this level real but

this level is the illusion. So, at this level, it being just an illusion

- the art. Now, why would that be important when it comes to

your health? The illusion you actually create based on vibration

and themanifestation occurs at the physical level based onwhat

you’re choosing at in the essence. The essence, the changeless,

the foundation of life, the eternal, the Kingdom, if you will. This

is where you choose, this is where you decide, this is where you

will. And so, the art you create through the manifestation is the

temporal, the unreal. So you don’t really, at this level, identify

with this. However, at this level here - meaning the level of ego,

conditioning, personality, and illusion - the artificial you, if you

will - at that level, you identify with the body. You identify with

physicality and form. You identify with death, harm, sickness,

disease. You identify with all these miscreations. At the level

of meaning, they are real to you. If you can undo and let go

of the attachment, the belief, the conditioning that this is how

it has to be, that this is real, then you can let go of some of

the emotion around that and began to operate and navigate

healing in another way. Healing and recognition of this being

illusion, therefore, you have power to choose at the level of
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vibration what you want to create and you can circumnavigate

anymanifestation that has been createdhere. Formiracles occur

at this level. It’s the undoing of the meaning, the conditioning,

the illusions. It’s the letting go. Healing is just restoring at the

level of creation, restoring what is real, what is true. What is

real, what is true is this is temporal and it is subject to the first

level of creation. Yes.

So, for your health, frequency and vibration would definitely

be something you can put your attention to if you so choose. But

there are no wrong paths no wrong answers. You can obviously

take other routes as well. What’s important is getting clear on

your intentions and realizing that the collective consciousness

of intentions, the collective consciousness will be raised as

you raise your own. So as you undo certain beliefs, you’ll

be contributing to the collective consciousness raising our

vibration. So it’s not just your own health you will actually

contribute to by removing any beliefs in sickness, disease, etc..

That’s one path. Another path considers alternative medicine.

You can gain miracles and healing through that as well, and

releasing the underlying miscreations of belief and meaning,

and trauma that may be attributing to the degenerating health.

So, all of it really is “at what pace do you want to proceed, what

do you desire?” And then, going to the foundation of finding

those practices that work, practicing vibration, the practice of

alternative medicine. For you, alternative medicine is definitely

something to consider given you don’t want to go through

traditional surgery, etc.. But all of that is part of the journey.

Whichever way you choose instead of…. finding a practice that

works for you, finding something that resonates with you and in

essence, all this practice, the external, just helps you find your
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own power because your body heals itself. Yes. We assist people,

assist through teaching, assisting through practices, but you’re

finding your own power.

As far as your sight, you have many options as well. It’s the

same answer. That answer goes for all of your health. There are

practical things you can do. But again, the question is whether

you want to get to the heart of the matter at the root level -

vibrationally address there or address the meaning level and

work your way down which is a little harder, a little slower, but

it can still assist you in getting to vibrational solutions. Yes.

Does that answer your question?

Participant: It points me in a direction. I didn’t have a direction.

Thank you.

One of the things youmay be familiar with is the movie “The

Secret” and the gentleman interviewed and how he used his

mind to bring about a miracle healing in his spine. That was

vibrational - the first level was the vibration he was creating.

The feeling and determination, the second level. Themeaning

he assigned to what that would mean for him {third level}. But

the feeling he was seeking and him seeing himself walking out

was this victory at ameaning level, but a feeling second level and

a vibration at the first level. That’s what assisted in the creation

of themiracle. Sowhenwe say you can go the vibration route, no

matter what practice you seek, you can still see yourself healed…

and what does that feel like? What meaning do you assign to

that feeling? What is the vibration of that? Does it feel lite,

does it feel expansive, does it tickle, does it feel cold, hot, warm,
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whatever… getting in touch with that, that’s your true intention

- to experience that feeling. That feeling will bring about the

healing naturally because you see yourself and youmake it so at

the first level of creation. It will have to manifest or show itself

eventually.

Anything else?

Participant: Manifestation was like about the fourth level I think

from what you were describing earlier.

The third level is meaning.

Participant: And what was second?

The second level is sensation / feeling.

Participant: That’s what I got wrong.

And the first level is vibration and frequency. And vibration

is kind of the overarching. Frequency is the levels of vibration,

so the faster the vibration, the more frequent the arches are

vibrating, the higher the frequency.

Participant: That means more to me now having seen the vibra-

tion with my eye.

Right. So your visual ability to see may also assist you with

creating vibration. So when you are doing meditations and

visualizations, it may help you to see what does it look like, not

just feel like, what does it look like, how does it show to you in
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your mind’s eye or however it appears. And that can help you

recreate as well. You can work with those colors and that visual

sense of vibration to manifest and create at the first level.

Participant: Well that was interesting because I had never actually

seen it. That was an AHA.

Right. That makes sense.

Participant: Yeah. That was the first time it was an actual visual

for me.

That was validation for you to simply understand and know

what was coming through was of spiritual essence.

Participant: It was pretty cool. Are there any major messages

outside of the health concerns that I have?

John: Currently, this is John, btw, now. Currently, I’mbeing shown

roses and I have no idea what it means. That was different so I

thought we were getting ready to channel.

Um.. so seeing roses, red roses, obviously, you know the power

or the red is power (universal love) and white surrounding them

(white wrapping) is power, flower something blooming, something

blooming or maybe mature.. .no, blossoming. Ok.

Yes. So we wanted to show you first so we could then channel

what needed to be said. Currently, you coming back and con-

necting in this way is allowing your spiritual abilities and gifts

to blossom and you are re-aligning with that power that high
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source of power so you can begin to reconnect with your talents

and use them in whatever way delights you most - serving,

receiving information, making decisions, getting your guidance

through your own abilities - that’s why you reconnected today.

That’s why you reconnected on this retreat and that’s really why

you are here at a soul level, whether you consciously recognize

it or not, it is to reignite your own gifts and using those gifts

and begin navigating life muchmore intentionally at the level

of vibration, but also, clearly with your intentions clearly with

information to assist you with what’s next so you don’t have to

spend any time confused orwondering or frustrated or suffering.

So, it will be important for you going forward from here to

begin a practice of these different practices you learned or

finding others that work better to continue using your gifts and

expanding your gifts, preferably daily, setting aside some sort

of time in your usual schedule to actually use some of these

type practices that are expanding your ability to go beyond your

own limited condition style of thinking and use the gifts you

are already aware of, expanding themmore andmore. This will

serve you and those around you in dynamic ways.

Participant: What do I need to know about my grandchildren’s

abilities?

So theywill, fortunately, fromyourownpractice, vibrationally

pick up on things that you don’t even have to tell them. As you

open up channels, others resonate with those openings. They

can help. You saw it demonstrated when John was channeling

and all of the sudden, a participant said she started to feel those

frequencies and bring things down. That’s resonance. You can’t

help but resonate when in the presence of those who are at
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certain frequencies. As you expand and lift your frequencies

through alignment, through centering, through being present,

you will benefit them greatly, just by that. You don’t even

have to teach, you don’t even have to speak. Just through your

ownmoment to moment alignment and practice and spiritual

opening, they will benefit greatly.

Participant: and that will get them off to a good start. It will allow

them to accept their abilities, their gifts?

That is correct. Your example, whether verbally spoken is not

as important as vibrationally demonstrated.

Not only do they heed your example of that alignment, that

embracing that which you are, expanding and loving, the gifts

that you candemonstrate, but all of consciousness benefits from

you doing that. Yes.

Participant: Are there other messages for me… anything that I

need to hear currently?

No. There are no other messages other than being sure to

apply what you received. That is really the only important thing

you can take forth from this conversation. Making sure you

actually apply what was received and determine what works -

what to discard and what to keep - by doing that, everything

else will fall in place effortlessly. If you don’t do that, you will

still get what you need but it may involve more suffering than

what you want to experience.

Participant: (laughter) Exactly. Do it the hard way or the easy
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way.

That is correct. Either way is ok and the reality is we often

judge suffering - we often think suffering is bad or wrong. It’s

a great teacher. It’s part of life. We create it ourselves but it’s

a beautiful way of learning contrast so we know “OK, this level

of good called suffering, I get that but I’m ready for something

a little better - a little higher good.” So you, obviously coming

here, know you are ready for some higher good. The only way to

actually receive that higher good is through the practices that

allow you to align with source frommoment to moment and all

of these practices you’ve learned here can assist with that. You

just need to find what works for you… And those that you know

of from the past, believe it or not, clearly can contribute to you

aligning from moment to moment - the things that work for

you, that help move your soul. It’s not just about meditation

and yoga and things here. It’s also things like music. It’s also

things like nature. It’s also things like working with animals.

It’s also things that you love to do that move your soul already.

But it’s doing them being present, being centered. If there’s no

joy in it then it’s not really bringing about what you are actually

intentionally doing it for. It only amplifieswhat’s internal, what

your choosing, so be sure to look at the vibrational level first.

And you do that through aligning, being centered, being present

in thismoment and bringing that presence to what you’re doing.

If you’re { / I’m} consciously deciding you’re going to have the

vibration of passion in this moment and bring that to what I’m

doing, then what I do amplifies the passion I’ve chosen. If I

decide I’m going to bring excitement and joy to what I’m doing,

then the action just amplifies that excitement. Love making is a

great example… and we’ll leave it at that.
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Participant: (laughter) I appreciate the input.

Excellent. We hope that this information has you listen when

it’s time in the future and re-read your notes. And we hope that

it will expand your awareness more andmore each time so that

you can let go of anything that does not tell you all is well and

always is. And so it is.

Any last questions?

Participant: No. I think that’s… what I was looking for. I think

that’s what I was listening for. Now if I can just read my notes.

(laughter) There’s so much here than I wrote down.
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Session Four

(This session is directed to the participant receiving a private session

and was published with permission as it also contains reminders for

you.)

OK. So, we’ve already talked about the patterns of repeated

circumstance that manifest or experiences that manifests at

this level, the fourth level… and these are simplified levels, so

don’t feel like, “hey, it’s cut in stone” - it’s just away of viewing

howmanifestation and how creation occurs on a whole. So at

the manifestation level here, you have these repeated cycles

and experiences that seem similar and they are a result of the

next level down - the repeated meaning and beliefs as well

as the feelings, emotions, as well as the vibrations and the

frequencies. So, when deciding we want to create something

different, it is not about looking at the systems and thinking

that that is the point of change. The frequency, being integrated

means accepting and undoing the levels of meaning and belief,

releasing those that are creating the suffering, resistance in the

first place and getting recalibrated. Recalibrating the emotional

feeling level based on the effects, the belief and meaning you

have created. And once that occurs, you can actually integrate
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whatever vibration is present, releasing any sort of emotions

that need to be released, and then choosing to create whatever

you intend to create at the vibrational level. Because, remember,

everything that we are desiring at the fourth level - meaning

what we can see with our eyes or call an experience that has

manifest, or circumstance or situation or object - everything

at that level is almost a later experience. The point of creation

here, the earliest experience of vibrational frequency, that level

is actually where our power lies when we want to instantly

manifest as you were describing before. So that instant creation

- the vibration frequency - is manifest instantly. And it shows

at the next level in whatever way that’s going to bring balance

and harmony, but not balance and harmony in a way that we

perceive it from a very limited perspective, but balance in a way

that’s bringing perfection. So even suffering brings a balance in

harmony, even resistance brings a balance in harmony due to

the levels of creation and how the “all consciousness” responds.

So, one good practical example, because John is having a hard

time with these concepts, one good practical example is with

John and his wife, and her ex-husband, he (ex-husband) had

resistance to what was going on with their ceiling and was very

frustrated about it and communicated it to Kathy via phone.

Kathy had resistance, created suffering about his suffering and

how he was expressing. His intent was to protect his daughter

from any mold or anything that could happen from the leaks.

John and Kathy’s intent was to get it fixed but themoney hadn’t

shown up and John decided he would no longer see it as “not

fixed” and started practicing vibration - vibration of feeling all

is well regardless of this appearance but the feeling of it, not

caring how, what, why, though he did want to manifest at this
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level (seeing it fixed), not really being caught up with that and

literally created a blind spot to that and decided to just feel all

is well, having it fixed, at the vibrational level. That very next

morning is when Kathy got the call and Kathy’s ex-husband

said “Get it fixed. Get the estimates. I will pay for it.”

The resistance that came up for both Kathy and John…more

so, Kathy hadmore resistance but she was able to work through

it. John had a little but was able to see and be aware of how

everything was perfectly working together and coordinating his

resistance, her suffering, John’s resistance, John’s openness,

all of it was in balance to create a situation that matched that

vibration thatwas created…and the intentKathywasputtingout,

and the intent Jeff (ex-husband)… there was alignment all the

way through and a shared intention. How it came aboutwas very

much not something John or Kathy would have predicted but

there was pure perfection in it. Everything got fixed, it was all

beautiful and things continue to unfold that way from creating

at the vibrational level. John is beginning to see how it happens

faster, creating at that level. Yes, using visualization, using

these practices to assist, but creating at the level of vibration

and integrating these low frequencies and letting go of the

meaning assigned to them is allowing this expansion to where

no circumstance that has been previously in the journey or the

timeline experience previously created, no circumstance can

take the power away when you are intentionally manifesting

frommoment to moment a vibration. Or when you are inten-

tionally creating frommoment to moment vibrationally, if we

switch our gears to see that manifestation is meant for this

first level vs this level (fourth), then we begin to master the

fastest route to what we want to experience. However, most
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have it the other way around so their going the harder way and

not being aware of how they’re already creating instantly here

and there in every moment, unconscious of how their creating,

and not understanding why isn’t lining up like this or like

that. For every moment, we are consciously or unconsciously

creating at the vibrational level and experiencing - not just from

this individuated point of awareness and will that we identify

with - we’re experiencing the total sum of will, intention,

creation, vibration… and if we reject any part of that through the

meaning we assign to those frequencies, we’re not allowing the

wholeness; we’re not allowing integration; we’re not allowing

the love to flow.

Out of fear, out of condition, out of the separation beliefs - all

of that - it’s a natural part of what we’ve created and those who

choose a path of healing, those who choose a path of awakening,

thosewho choose a path of “ascension,”… in essence, it is as you

have felt, in expansion all the way through, not an expansion

of one direction - up or even down - or even this way or that

way. It is a full expansion into all of what we are, and we begin

to accept, yes, accept, meaning no longer resisting, fearing

what is, because it all is. Our journey and timeline experience

of the is always brings exactly what will be and is being and

has been used to help us embrace, to help us accept, to help us

release, to help us experience what we’ve been choosing, have

chosen and are choosing. All in the now, all in the is, all in the

present. And as we surrender, as we release, as we integrate,

we begin to expand in our flow of that love and acceptance and

that recognition, and begin to realize the perfection, begin to

feel and navigate that perfection, and experience that oneness,

that wholeness, that completion, no matter what’s occurring
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on the fourth level. At will, we decide, we navigate and accept

what we’ve chosen from this point of awareness, that point of

awareness and that point of awareness. So, there’s no longer

the need for the lessons that suffering teaches once we’ve fully

integrated and expanded. But that is a journey. Suffering was

never an option that Source, as that which we are at the highest

most expandedmost accepting level, necessarily intended, but

it is a tool that assists us based on our own miscreation, our

ownmisbeliefs. So, in letting go of suffering, what we’re really

doing is accepting the lessons of suffering and expanding it to

higher good, so there’s suffering because we’ve undone this

false miscreation or this belief or emotion, or this label for the

emotion. We’veundone it andnowweallowandacceptwhatever

frequency and emotion arises in the now because we know it is

perfect. We know it is and trust that it IS… not the meaning -

we separate the meaning and recognize that is the illusion, the

miscreation - and we feel into what is arising in our awareness,

accepting it, navigation it with a sense of bliss no matter of it is

a low frequency or a high frequency or what have you, from each

moment tomoment. And then desires are created but instead of

it being a desire from a false belief, it is a desire from this higher

point of consciousness for more: more of this or more of that

or more of this, low or higher, what have you, but we recognize

it is just all part of the whole and we are just navigating it in

beautiful ways to experience whatever we choose. We begin

to dance with it, see the beauty, enjoy it and assist all that we

are… and not necessarily raising frequency alone because we’re

also expanding this way into the depths. So, yes we are raising

our consciousness and we’re letting go of the judgment of the

lower and expanding that way, to lower frequencies so it all

can be integrated, harmonized if you will. So, the journey is
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technically already complete but we’re navigating it, choosing

to navigate it, in all sorts of different ways. Yes, that message

is critical to understanding: technically, the journey is already

complete, but we are navigating it in all sorts of ways. So, there

is no pressure to hope to bring it about in a certain timeline or

in a certain way or what have you. It’s already complete, full

and whole, we’re just opting to navigate it the way we are. So,

that sense of problem, that sense of pressure that John was

feeling to fix something is the same sense thatmany healers fall

into the pattern of -needing to fix or change or help in a sense

of “Well, this is incomplete or faulty or imperfect.” When we

expand our awareness, we begin to see this is perfect and all

we’re doing is bringing light to it to help see the miscreations

and let go of the miscreations of imperfection. Now, you could

say the awareness of the miscreation or the misbelief or the

misperceptions… they are the things that are imperfect, but

they are not. They are perfect as well. They actually are used in

harmony for this whole creation. Without the contrast, without

the perceptions of even separation - without these perceptions,

how could there be expansion? How could there be relief? How

could there be ascension? How could any of these things be

experienced without contrast?

It’s the judgment that prevents one from experiencing the

beauty in the now. Even the separation, even the belief in

separation - it’s the judgment that creates the shame that

layers on top of the belief in something that creates the hell

we experience vs the bliss. Because when we can release the hell

- it’s our ownmiscreation, it’s our own doing - we just become

aware that “finally, I know what this feels like and I’m ready

to feel something greater. Ready to expand” and we become
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masterful at our creation and at this game of navigating this

journey. It’s likemastering the video games you like. Itwouldn’t

be as engaging if there was no challenge to it, and so we create

the challenge. We create the obstacles, we create it all - as a

whole collective consciousness and there is a perfection in every

bit of it because, in reality, there is no harm. In reality, the big

place. In reality - the expansion, the highest infinite knowing

- there is no harm. Thus, how could any of our miscreations

be anything right, wrong, good or bad? How could any of our

creations or miscreations be anything but part of the gift we’ve

received in being able to create?

So, our healing really comes from letting go of our own

judgments… yes, letting go of the beliefs, but being able to see

“I’m ready to let go of this belief because I’m ready for some

higher good,” not because this belief is wrong, good or bad.

Any questions?

Participant: No. I track with you 100% there. I mean, it’s been so

funny the places that my mind would go because it goes to friends

and then to myself. It’s so funny how having become a practitioner

myself, in the bubble of the session, I feel really at ease navigating

the full array and then when I close out a session and then I come

back into my singular set of eyes. And so this slightly narrower point

of perspective, it’s so, I find it so much difficult to retain the presence

of mind that it’s easy, that I find fairly easy to hold for another - to

hold that same presence of space and apply it back at myself, you

know? Just listening to you talk it’s like so many dear friends have

popped up and it’s different words for different friends that I have

again mostly witnessed when looking through divine eyes at others,
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either…mostly in like ceremony, because I facilitate ceremonies and

work with some medicines and I’ll see someone struggling and I’ll

see the divine perfect wholeness of their struggle, but then to see…

to use that same perspective on my own self… and yet, just being

able to ride the wave of your words and include myself in that…

that was really beneficial because I start to see the perfection in

my own suffering… because I do the tango of both wanting to “be

done with” certain elements of certain historical sufferings that I’ve

chosen. And then also clinging to them because I know them so well.

I know them so well. If I am not that, what the fuck would I be?

I’m so terrified I’d rather cling on to this anvil of pain than fly free,

right? You know, does that make sense? (Absolutely). And yet, all

the while, saying and doing practices and working… I don’t know…

it so funny, but then, but now to then tuck up that anvil of pain….

it’s not for me to walk away from or sever the tether or anything

like that, it’s that it will become as buoyant as the other things that

I can feel sometimes simultaneously around the same issue. It’s the

anvil and the buoyancy together - that’s the integration. It’s not to

be done with the anvil because the anvil’s part of it… using some

metaphors but…

That’s an excellent metaphor, and the essence of the anvil

and whatever else is the same. The essence is all the same,

so the integration begins to bring it all together in a way that

allows for either or both, and allows for empowered choosing

vs unconscious resistance or unconscious limitation. So, as that

hold and attachment to suffering works it’s magic, your desire

increases to be ready for the next level of higher good and the

next level of higher good. Without that, the desire for that next

level of goodmight never occur. So, it’s just like the experience

of anything you’ve ever gone through and you’ve experienced a
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change in your desire. Eating ameal, for example. At somepoint,

you reach a certain level where your desire to continue eating

is not as great as your desire to stop. Well, it’s the same with

suffering. Your desire to suffer actually assists in increasing

the desire to move on. So, once you’ve had enough of this great

teacher, your desire to move to something else increases and

then you do. The point of that is your desires often lead to your

solutions. So, your desire to not let go yet will lead you to your

solution. Your desire to not dissolve the ego completely as of

yet will lead you to your solution. Your desire to ascend or to

expand or to integrate will lead you to your solution… will all

lead to your solutions.

Participant: So, along with the trust thing, there’s been a long-

standing pattern of isolation… my former family are isolationists

and we are loan ivory towers, each one of us. So much so that I have

two parents who are no longer together, one sister, and save for the

fact that I live withmy children, we all live along and have for a long

time. Everybody… I mean I used to be, I was married for eighteen

years. So my ivory tower isolation act is much shorter lived than the

rest of my adult family, not my children but the grownups…

The let downs, etc., as you learn from those created meaning,

learn from those, that the vibration, that the meaning and

the emotion that comes along with all of it, as you learn from

those experiences and the result of those beliefs, fears, etc.,

that desire to break that cycle and choose differently begins

to emerge. And the undoing of those beliefs and judgments

begins to emerge as the solution. And your ability to recognize

and release anything that is limiting you from experiencing

what new desires emerge expands. Your ability to recognize
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expands, your ability to take your power back and release the

root cause… in other words, the integration of the feeling and

vibrationsand the releaseof themeaning, thatpoweryouhave to

do those things is always there, but your awareness of it begins

to expand and you begin to intentionally navigate releasing the

meaning, allowing the emotion… sort of like the healings you’ve

witnessed where as soon as someone brings their awareness to

the meaning and has enough space to recognize, “Oh, this is

a miscreation, and they can release it,” suddenly the emotion

flows, as does the vibration and that corrective energy flows and

that source energy is allowed to move through freely because

that false block or limitation… they’re not holding onto tightly

anymore. Not that this is wrong or bad, but they’ve learned

the lesson, what that feels like, “got enough of that” to when

they’re ready for higher good, and they release it and it lets the

higher good flow.

So, it’s the same with the beliefs that underlie the isolation

behavior. Those beliefs are typically due to old patterns of

disappointment, fear, hurts, etc. (it’s so fear based) and as

you’re able to accept the vibration of it, bring the awareness

to the belief side of it, and let them go when you’re ready, the

emotionflows - theremay be an energetic or an emotional relief

or anything related to the pattern that’s just been sitting there

and kind of stuck… you’ve had enough, you’re ready to let it pass.

So, it flows, and then whatever the next desire leads to, you can

navigate more empowered, without that limitation of “Oh, I

can’t trust this or I can’t accept this or”. Even the judgment

side of the behaviors that lead to the fears… the separation

begins to dissolve to see thatwas your action anyway. so judging

your own action and judging yourself ultimately is what all
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experience can reveal when we have resistance. When we have

suffering of any kind that we’re ready to move beyond, that

awareness goes, sees the meaning, sees the miscreation that’s

causing it… often, the invitation of the frequency, the invitation

of thehigher consciousness andcorrective energy, the invitation

is only necessary so we can align. It’s not that these higher

frequencies, these all-knowing, loving parts of us aren’t willing

and have to be invited. It’s that we have to align our wills to

receive. So, that invitation is a helpful way to do that. When

we’re ready to choose and ready for higher good, the asking

is just our way of putting out what we are ready to receive so

we might align with it, so that we might open up and finally

allow it. We have the creative power at all times, we just don’t

recognize it. So, your pattern of behavior that you are already

releasing and letting go of, that cycle you are already shifting

beliefs in and expanding your own trust to new levels, you’re

already forgiving in the sense of not only letting go of resistance

to what you’ve experienced but fully accepting and beginning

to open up to the perfection of what you’ve experienced… that

journey you’re well on and you are willing, yet there are some

things you aren’t quite ready to stop learning from. So, as you

accept that part, know that it is perfect. It is perfection because

of the impact it will have. Had you fully let some of the things

go, the beautiful harmony and perfection that you are creating

nowwould not be being created. You’d be choosing a different

path. So, even the resistance, the suffering, the things you have

created and chosenareperfect because they arenot only creating

beauty the way you are creating it now, but in the completion

of your timeline, which is infinite of course, it adds so much

to those who experience you showing up as you are. It adds so

much to those around you who get to experience themselves as
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you exactly as you have shown up, exactly as you have chosen to

create. Miscreations, beliefs at every level. And they get to see

the expansion. And they get to be inspired by that expansion

had it not been there, had the contrast not been there. So, it

all works perfectly at the exact time you have decided for it to

unfold. But not you as this individuated point of awareness, you

as the co-creative collective consciousness. Everything you are,

such a perfect balance. It is not as if Source decided, I’m going to

let the extension of myself go “willy nilly” and fuck everything

up. That’s never happened. Yet, often, we tend to feel that’s

occurred, but it’s not the case. What else is on your mind?

Participant: Well, it’s more just like a… It’s funny, because as my

work from this weekend, which I didn’t do a workshop but I started

working this weekend and also spent some time with my mother

which is an awesome journey, and…And then really worked through

this week so far, you know, my biggest… I think it’s the thing that

you and I initially spoke, which was the next steps for my business

because many people in my life have the very 3D perspective of

looking at your fourth level which is the manifestation, and so if

they ask me, you know “what’s your next step with your business?”

sometimes, I fall into a fear pattern around… I don’t know what

it’s going to look like… I really don’t know what to do next… and

sometimes that feels scary, and sometimes I trust that I don’t know

what to do next. And so, for your first level of vibration, the imagery

around that that I’ve been working on for the past several months

is that Nikola Tesla thing of we’re all transmission towers like

this electromagnetic field that I work in around people… is your

transmission. You know, it’s the sort of tightest, most immediate

representation of that. Each of us has a transmission tower, goes out,

infinity in all directions, all the time evenwhen you’re sleeping…and
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so, like for instance, yesterday when I woke up with a full-on angst

about my next business steps and had a cancellation, which I’ve

been having so many of those lately and I’ve been trying to breathe

through it trust-wise, so many people have had to cancel, you know,

and knowing that they’re going to come back around and yet, this

doesn’t translate to food in my fridge, much like “how am I going

to fix the ceiling?“… John’s predicament around that… but, I wasn’t

going to give into the fear and unknowing, so yesterday, I started

working some practices in themorning around how can I changemy

vibratory transmission because I’ve had these cancellations, I’m not

sure how this is going tomanifest, I don’t knowwhat this pictograph

is going to look like. However, can I trust vibrationally? Do I need

to look at a full-time job, do I need to do this? And none of that

feels right but what I’m doing feels right. And so, the trust in that, I

mean,while I certainly have trust issueswith people, it’s also trusting

energy, ironically enough, because you want to skip, you want to

read ahead and know what the manifestation is going to look like,

but you, you know, you vibrationally imagined that your daughter’s

ceiling was mold free, but you couldn’t guess, nor was it necessarily

your or Kathy’s favorite manifestation of how it got fixed except it

was perfect. And so it’s not knowing what the fourth read ahead

chapter is going to look like. It’s always starting with the preface

at the beginning which is the vibratory outfit, right? Right. Ok. So,

I’m just sort of marveling at the… really, my kind of my takeaway

is that a lot of what you have said is almost like a validation and a

confirmation and a solidification of the practice that I turned to

yesterday morning when faced with some angst, was to not try

and read ahead to the manifestation chapter, but to just stay in the

vibratory “what’s going to make me feel good” and to perpetuate

the good feeling that I want more of and… Anyway.
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That’s the exactly the point of creation that you focus on…

Participant: That’s the only place because if you read ahead, you

skip the foundation…

Now, there is a value to looking ahead, but only to clarify your

intention at a vibrational level. If you look ahead and get stuck

thinking this is the objective, you actually began to project your

power on not only a concept, an illusion, but you begin to project

your power on the symptom. You begin to say that this creates

my vibration. When you visualize to clarify your intention, you

are visualizing it to say, or looking ahead to say what is the

vibration that I really desire. And you recognize this as only

being ameans to clarify the vibration and the frequency, then

you can give yourself the true end goal which is the frequency.

And then, if you are constantly practicing that and choosing

those desires at the frequency level, clarifying those intentions

at the frequency level, manifestation cannot fail but reflect what

you are choosing vibrationally. Now, of course, what you are

choosing vibrationally is the whole: this point of consciousness,

this point of consciousness, that point of consciousness - it’s

the whole, yet, you are choosing how you navigate that whole.

So, instead of things you don’t like, you are choosing vibrations

you do like… andwhat ends up, invariably, occurring is this level

of manifestation brings youmore amplifiers to those vibrations

you are choosing. So, it amplifies if I want to see a burgeoning

practice of assisting and empowering others, what does that feel

like on a vibration level? I decide to give myself that frequency,

that vibration, and I bask in it. Not just this moment, but

moment to moment, and then, follow what that leads to. “Ooh,

and this would feel good, ooh, and right now I’m hungry - this
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would feel good.” but I continue basking in the vibrations that

feel good, not resisting what arises, allowing whatever that

doesn’tmatch it… once I’ve chosen this frequency and vibration,

whatever frequency and vibration that I’ve been holding onto

that doesn’t match it gets triggered, right? … and rises to allow

you to integrate the vibration and create harmony with these

frequencies, but to let go of the meaning that’s been blocking

it and making it stuck. And so, suddenly, you’re creating this

harmony that integratesmoreofwhat youare and expandsmore

of what you are so your awareness is no longer resisting this

or this or this, yet choosingmore bliss at this level - vibration.

Choosing this next, moment to moment, choosing whatever

it wants, freely. Creating freely, instantly, what is fulfilling.

Everything else external just amplifies.

So, the manifestations that we get caught up on are really the

meaningless result of whatever we’re operating at the vibra-

tional level. So, your practice is correct. Finding those things

that feel good for you and clarifying your intentions - don’t

reject the desire to see yourself down the road a certain way.

Recognize that desire is calling and indicating an opportunity

to find a solution. What vibration do I want to give myself now

that is creating this desire? The desires lead to your solutions

but the solutions are at the vibration level, therefore, use that

desire to create whatever in the external to clarify what am I

really looking for.

Participant: Yeah, and that’s really where visioning practices need

to come from. I feel like so frequently, people get caught in the pitfall

of doing that forward projection and projecting their power away

much like you just described. But the visioning, it’s about tapping
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into that vibration, into that frequency. And in that regard, then

it is not only a useful tool, I think it’s largely necessary, but if that

nuance is sort of past over, it can kind of sometimes, I think…

What you envision it to be this interesting thing and you

show it to others, and theymay respond however. Eventually,

you may begin to judge and analyze what you’re creating and

suddenly, these judgments, at the level of meaning you are

creating at, will lead to you taking action a certain way at the

level of manifestation. So, if I’m judging this as “aww, it’s not

that good and he said this about it and that means I’m not good

at this and whatever” and I begin to accept that, then I choose

to probably put this away and stop. Whereas, if I’m looking at

it and saying “Oh, that’s interesting” and open to exploring

more and I’m not too hard on myself and I’m giving myself

freedom to create and drawing more, I may continue doing

this and enjoy it, find new ways and have a desire to pursue

it more, find new skills, new techniques and suddenly, maybe

there is positive reinforcement, too, and I’m accepting that and

believing that. And suddenly, I’m becoming better and better

at it. My desire is leadingme down that road, I followed it, and

yet, at the belief level, I’m creating these desires that in essence,

what I’m creating means nothing at all. One person could see

it and say it’s meaningless, one could see it and say it’s the

greatest art ever, one could say it sucks, and it really means

nothing. And yet, what I choose from this point of awareness

will determine not only action, but I’m choosing based on what?

Desire, born from what? Vibration. So, the feedback loop we

create in our experiences and choices create these desires… “I’m

drawing… oh, look… I have a desire to show it to momma, oh,

look momma.”
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“Oh, that’s wonderful, son”

“Oh, that feels good”… it’s an amplifier and leading me to

these vibrations I’m experiencing, but I may not be consciously

experiencing where it’s choosing where it’s coming from, I may

be consciously experiencing it came from “oh, it came because

she said this. Oh, it came because he reacted that way. oh,

I’m feeling this because..” all these external things, when in

essence, I’m navigating it all, and choosing how to respond to

it all and accepting and creating beliefs in whatever way and

often giving the power to this, this, this and this, and this and

that. Our healing work actually assists in not only expanding

our awareness and assisting that which we are in the other to

expand our awareness of what we’re holding onto, but alsowhat

we’re letting go of in both directions: in the direction of what

we’re letting go of in the healing process and what we’re letting

go of in our power. I’ve releasedmy power here, I’ve released

my power there because of this release. I’ve released my power

here to be well because of this belief. I’ve released my power

here and on and on.

So, when it comes to our own journeys and choices, those

choices are what lead to not only the desires that get birthed,

but what lead to the experiences that help us to begin to ex-

pand our awareness so we can see when we are creating at a

vibrational level and choosing to empower our self there, or

whenwe’re givingawayourpower to anexternal “manifestation

of circumstance,” believing that we don’t have the power to

experience what we really want. As you continue your practice

of frequency and vibration, continue clarifying - and this is

important - clarifying what you want to feel in your practices of
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career or journey of healing or whatever category you put on it:

relationship, finance. As you begin to clarify your intent - what

desires do you have, what do you want to experience, what do

you want to create… and then, what does that feel like in this

now moment. So, what is the frequency and vibration you’re

seeking to give? And then youbegin to give that to yourself. That

leads you to your solution. That leads you to what you came to

experience and the rest follows.
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Afterword

If you enjoyed reading The Abundance Vibration, we invite you

to join the free online course,TheAbundanceVibrationCourse,

available at

www.johnstringerinc.com/the-abundance-vibration-course/
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You can connect withme on:

http://www.johnstringerinc.com/

https://twitter.com/johnstringer

https://www.facebook.com/johnstringer1111/

https://www.instagram.com/john.h.stringer/

https://www.youtube.com/user/JohnHStringer

Subscribe tomy newsletter:

http://www.johnstringerinc.com/your-free-music/
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